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Abstract

This thesis explores the design, development, and evaluation of transmission systems
for integration into high-performance hybrid (internal combustion engine (ICE) and
electric motor) vehicles. Traditional hybrid vehicle designs often fall into one of
two categories. Every day road vehicles typically utilize hybridization for increased
drivetrain efficiency, including traits such as low speed electric drive and regenerative
braking. Alternatively, performance cars have typically utilized the electric motor
functionality for increased performance. By using a new framework for analyzing
the elements and their function within a propulsion system architecture, advanced
hybrid architectures that allow for both high efficiency and increased performance
are presented. A two-motor, clutchless hybrid transmission concept was developed.
An analysis of driving modes available demonstrates the utility in a high-performance
vehicle, increasing the performance and efficiency of the drivetrain. A second, dual-
shaft, single motor, clutchless transmission concept is presented, with the benefits
and drawbacks of this architecture compared to the two-motor architecture, and a
traditional ICE only transmission.

The final part of this thesis presents a novel, two-speed electric motor system
that could be integrated within a conventional ICE automated manual transmission.
This system utilizes custom sensors for tracking the position of the dogteeth within
the two-speed shift synchronizer. Electric motor control is used to synchronize mo-
tor speed during a shift event, as the inertia of the electric motor is too large for
friction synchronization alone to be sufficient. This strategy removes the tradeoff
that currently exists for optimal shift actuator design (larger pistons result in faster
speed synchronization but slower actuation motion during other phases of a shift)
and results in overall faster gearshifts. Dogtooth tracking allows for firing of the shift
actuator at the proper moment, ensuring no collision between dogteeth and allow-
ing for faster shifter motion than with a traditional synchronizer. An experimental
setup was developed to characterize shift performance. Full gearshifts can be made
successfully utilizing speed matching and dogtooth tracking, validating the described
shift control method and allowing for improved, frictionless synchronizer designs. The
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developments described in this work will lead to a new generation of hybrid vehicles,
designed for high-performance and increased efficiency.

Thesis Supervisor: Amos G. Winter, V
Title: Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis proposes methods of designing novel transmissions for high-performance

hybrid vehicles. By considering the key transmission and auxiliary components and

their functionality within a drivetrain, two clutchless architectures are developed and

tested. These architectures can meet the needs for a performance vehicle, and are

worthy of further development. Additionally, a two-speed position tracking shifting

system for drivetrain electrification is presented. This system was designed, built,

and tested to validate new shifting methods, with the goal of developing a system for

implementation within high-performance vehicles.

1.1 Background

A vehicle's transmission is core to its operation, as the transmission is the primary

element that connects the internal combustion engine (ICE or engine) and/or an elec-

tric motor (EM or motor) to the wheels. A transmission allows for the selection of

different gear ratios to maximize performance and efficiency, with low ratios allowing

for higher torque to accelerate the car forward at low speeds, and high ratios for

driving up to full vehicle speed. A variety of fundamental transmission types ex-

ist, including fully manual (with a clutch pedal and stick shift), automatic (with a

torque converter), automated manual transmission (with hydraulic actuation for the
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clutch and gear selection), and various hybrid configurations. This work focuses on

hybridization of automated manual transmissions for high-performance automobiles,

with the goal of meeting new emissions requirements while maintaining performance.

Since the commoditization of automobiles, the primary power source for propul-

sion has been the ICE. In the last twenty years, primarily driven by a target of higher

efficiency, hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs or hybrids) have become increasingly com-

mon, beginning in 2000 with the Toyota Prius as the first hybrid readily available in

the US [1].

1.2 Emissions Regulations Drive the Need for Hy-

bridization

The transportation sector accounts for 30% of USCO 2 emissions [2]. As a result,

emissions requirements for new automobiles are becoming stricter. In the US, the

Corporate Average Fuel Economy initiative calls for fleet wide average for passenger

cars and light trucks of 40.3 mpg by 2021 [3]. Additionally, European regulations call

for fleet average emissions of 95 g/kmof CO 2 by 2021 [4]. Automotive manufacturers

who fail to meet these thresholds are subjected to a penalty for each vehicle they

produce. To achieve these strict fuel economy requirements, even hypercar companies

and low volume manufacturers need to hybridize to meet these new standards. While

some manufacturers may choose to just add an electric motor and select the percent

of power coming from a motor and engine to optimize fuel economy (efficiency), a

performance vehicle must achieve additional benefits from the motor to justify the

increased vehicle weight.

1.3 Types of Hybrids

Automotive manufactures have used a variety of strategies for incorporating EMs into

vehicle drivetrains, each with specific advantages and disadvantages. The most promi-
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nent architectures that have been implemented are parallel hybrids, series hybrids,

through-the-road hybrids, or some combination of the three.

In a parallel hybrid, the ICE and EM are coupled together, and can work to simul-

taneously provide power to the road. An example of a parallel hybrid is the Honda

Insight, and the Integrated Motor Assist system found on several Honda vehicles [5].

At any point in time, the control unit can determine the proper power configuration

for the ICE and EM to achieve the most efficient driving. Parallel hybrids are often

large and heavy due to the challenges associated with providing all of the elements -

such as gears, shafts, and clutches - required for propulsion from either or both power

sources. A mild hybrid is similar to a parallel hybrid, however the ICE is always the

main propulsion source, with a small EM turning on only when additional torque is

needed for acceleration [6].

Series hybrids such as the Chevy Volt consist of an ICE directly coupled to a

generator (sometimes referred to as a range extender) and a propulsion EM. When the

ICE is running, power can be used to power the electric motor, charge the batteries,

or a combination of the two. With a series architecture, the ICE can operate at its

peak efficiency at a fixed RPM. Typically, series hybrids are mechanically simpler and

smaller than parallel hybrids, with increased flexibility for how the ICE generator unit

can be packaged [6].

A through-the-road hybrid such as the BMW i8 has one power source (ICE or

EM) on each axle [7]. The vehicle can be powered by a single power source or

both simultaneously [6]. This architecture allows for greater flexibility for retrofitting

existing vehicle platforms, since a vehicle can be hybridized with only the addition

of an EM-powered axle (eAxle), leaving the rest of the powertrain unchanged. These

eAxle units are becoming more common, as automotive manufacturers can purchase

a complete unit for integration into the vehicle [8].
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1.4 Performance Hybrids

Even with all of these options, existing hybrid technologies suffer drawbacks that can

include short range, limited speed, high cost, and inadequate charging infrastructure

[9, 10, 11]. In addition, some customers associate the technology with compromised

driving experience [12]. A high-performance vehicle is a vehicle designed for in-

creased linear and lateral acceleration, increased deceleration, and higher top speed

than a traditional vehicle. Several high-performance supercars have been produced

that utilize an EM primarily for performance, as opposed to increased fuel economy.

Achieving both simultaneously is possible, and is the goal of this work. With modern

high performance vehicles, manufactures are striving to achieve every benefit possible

from electrification. It is especially important to focus on customer experience when

creating a hybrid supercar, as customer expectations are great. To illustrate, the

Lamborghini Asterion was canceled based on feedback that hybridization must be

primarily used for increased performance. According to Stephan Winkelmann, for-

mer president and CEO of Lamborghini, "A Lamborghini super-sports car is driven

maybe 3000 miles a year, not every day, so the electrification has to offer an added

intensity to justify its inclusion" [13].

The three primary examples of hybrid supercars are the Ferrari LaFerrari, the

McLaren P1, and the Porsche 918, all of which are based on a dual clutch transmission

(described in the next section) found in nearly every modern supercar. Designing

powertrains for these vehicles requires careful optimization of weight, size, sound,

components, and feel during operation, as each element increases the vehicle weight

and size, which negatively impacts performance and feel. Each of these three vehicles

include a clutch and reverse gear and shaft, and some contain an alternator, starter

motor, and/or 12 V battery, items which could potentially be eliminated with the

addition of the EM (See Chapter 2 Appendix). Additionally, when an automaker

adds an electric motor to a drivetrain, typically a significant change in total gear

ratios (gear ratio from the engine to the road, including the differential) does not

occur, and the ratios are comparable to an ICE only vehicle (Fig. 1-1). With the
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Figure 1-1: Effective gear ratios (including the final drive) for a number of different
vehicles, both hybrid and ICE only. While certain cars show quite different ratios
(Ferrari has the highest gear ratios, likely due to the engine's torque curve and high
redline speed), no substantial difference is found comparing an automaker hybrid
vehicle (shown with an asterisk next to the name and dotted lines plotted) to similar
ICE vehicles (shown with solid lines). Note: The Ferrari 458 and LaFerrari have the
same primary gear ratios and different final drive; the McLaren 570s and P1 ratios
are identical.

introduction of an electric motor, the ratios could be adjusted to account for the

added electric motor torque at lower vehicle speeds.

1.5 Dual Clutch Transmission

For high-performance hybrid applications, automated manual transmissions (AMT)

are almost always used due to their improved ability to handle large torque, seamless

gearshifts, and effectively instant power delivery under large throttle increases (delay

occurs significantly within the torque converter in typical automatic transmissions).

The design of AMTs transmissions is different from traditional automatic transmis-
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sions found on everyday vehicles, and there has been little crossover between the two

types. This work focuses on AMTs, as few car companies are using automatic trans-

mission elements in their transmissions, with Koenigsegg being a notable exception

with the Koenigsegg Direct Drive system in the Koenigsegg Regera [141.

A dual clutch transmission (DCT), which is a type of AMT, allows for nearly

seamless torque delivery during a gearshift (Fig. 1-2). The basic functionality of a

DCT is as follows. Two clutches are coupled to the engine, having a common input,

but two outputs, with one shaft located concentrically inside of the second shaft.

When driving in a certain gear (1st gear, for instance), 2nd gear, which is located on

the other shaft, can be preselected, with the synchronizer already shifted to engage

2nd. When a gearshift is desired, the clutch for the first shaft will start to open, and

the second clutch will begin to close, resulting in a seamless transition to the next

gear ratio. After the transition happens, the 1st gear synchronizer can be shifted

to the neutral position, and can preselect 3rd gear. This process repeats and greatly

reduces shift time, as well as provides smooth transitions between gears at low vehicle

speeds, compared to a single clutch AMT.

While dual clutch transmissions have substantial performance benefits, they come

with some drawbacks as well. The weight and size of a dual clutch transmission

is greater than that of a single clutch transmission due to the addition of a second

clutch and actuators, concentric shafts, and bearings to properly constrain everything.

With a traditional single clutch transmission with wet clutches, 20-25% of losses in the

transmission occur due to viscous losses at the clutch [15]. A second clutch increases

the losses in the transmission due to increased viscous drag and fluid pumping. With

these considerations in mind, the clutchless architectures presented in this work show

merit in the context of designing performance vehicles for increased efficiency through

improved fuel economy.
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Figure 1-2: A simplified schematic of a dual clutch, three-speed transmission. The
first clutch (in black) is mechanically connected to first and third gears. The second
clutch (in orange) is connected to second and reverse gears. As shown, the first
clutch is engaged, propelling the vehicle in 1st gear (power flow shown by the red
line). Synchro 2 can be moved to preselect the next gear ratio, and when a gearshift
occurs, the first clutch will open (black) as the second clutch closes (orange).
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1.6 Outline of thesis

With high-performance hybrid vehicles, the addition of an electric motor must be

justified beyond increased fuel economy, as new vehicles must have higher performance

than their predecessors. Careful consideration must be made to how the motor will

be used to simultaneously increase performance and efficiency. By considering full

functionality of the motor, many benefits can be achieved, resulting in improved

performance, while allowing for removal of redundant elements after the addition of

an electric motor to the drivetrain. Understanding the implications of the motor on

drivetrain system functionality, how it should operate, what systems are necessary

for it to operate seamlessly, and its ideal location within the drivetrain are the main

targets of this work. An outline of the thesis is as follows:

• Chapter 2: A Framework and Case Studies for Designing Novel High-

Performance Hybrid Transmissions

A framework is presented for the development of advanced hybrid transmission

architectures. This framework is applied to develop two case study clutchless

transmissions, which were designed and built to validate their functionality for

a performance vehicle.

" Chapter 3: Design and Experimental Validation of a Position Track-

ing Gearshift System

A two-speed hybridization architecture is developed to study dogteeth position

tracking systems which enable faster gearshifts for the electric motor, given

its larger rotational inertia than a typical transmission shaft. Using this shift

method allows for seamless shifts of the electric motor, a desirable feature that

is otherwise unachievable without the presence of a clutch between the motor

and transmission.

" Chapter 4: Conclusions

The results of the thesis and their implications for the design of high-performance

hybrid vehicles are discussed.
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Chapter 2

A Framework and Case Studies for

Designing Novel High-Performance

Hybrid Transmissions

Contributors

The research presented in this chapter was developed with Sahil Shah, Victor Prost,

Chad Jacoby, and Joshua Siegel. Initial work on the two transmission architectures

presented was performed in the MIT 2.76 Global Engineering course.

Introduction

Traditional high-performance hybrid vehicles are often designed by simply adding

hybrid elements to a transmission, resulting in increased weight and size. By con-

sidering the overall transmission system design, improved vehicles can be created to

take advantage of the electric motor's functionality, resulting in improved system per-

formance. In this chapter, a framework for designing novel high-performance hybrid

vehicles is presented. This framework is then applied to the design of two case study

clutchless transmissions.
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r Frictional Clutchk
Reverse Driving -e-

Electric Motor Torque Zeroing

Performance Launch Reverse Gear SedMthn

Engine (couple speed difference)

Low Speed Driving
(parking lot) Alternator

Recharge Battery
Dog Clutch

Merm Speed Driving Starter Motor
Start Engine

High Speed Driving L snneti

2nd - N Gears Decouple Torque Difference

Decelerating Brakes

f c n t c o d A s re Run Auxiliary Sytem

City Driving
(no emissions) DogtoothTracking

DC to DC Converter

Figure 2-1: Key elements of a minimum part count hybrid transmission, showing nec-
essary propulsion functionality, auxiliary functionality, and the elements that achieve
each. Terms used in this framework are explained in more detail in the Definition
of Terms section below. Lines connecting elements aecrelod for viewing clarity
(different colored lines connect to different elements), and connect elements to the
functionality each provides. Also shown in grey with dotted lines are the elements
thetra de llow dhe addition of an electric motor. Elimination of the fric-
tional clutch and dogtooth tracking are discussed in Sections 2.2, 2.3, and Chapter
3.

2.1 Minimum Part Count Design Framework

Analyzing the elements within a hybrid performance car reveals opportunities for

improvement. Figure 2-1 shows that with the addition of the electric motor, not only

can it act as a propulsion source, but it can also serve other purposes. Understanding

these tradeoffs allows for designing improved hybrid vehicles, as the addition of an

electric motor and batteries may have a positive impact on vehicle launch and low

speed torque, but negatively impact vehicle weight and size.

22
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The framework presented in Fig. 2-1 can aid in designing novel high-performance

hybrid transmissions. The process to use this framework is as follows:

• Desired core vehicle functionalities for a new hybrid vehicle are identified and

added to the chart.

* Elements must be added to achieve these functionalities; when an element is

added, connections are made between that element and the main functionality

for the vehicle it provides. For instance, brakes exist primarily for decelerating

the vehicle, so this is the only line connected to brakes. The electric motor has

significant functionality within the transmission, so many functionality connec-

tions are made.

* After all elements are added and connections are made, the overlap of function-

ality can be visually inspected. If certain functionality is sufficiently covered

by more than a single element, this is noted as a potential redundancy, but the

element may provide other non-redundant functionality. If an element consists

of only redundant functionality, it can be eliminated (as shown by dotted lines

in Fig. 2-1).

Definition of Terms

A complete definition of terms for Fig. 2-1 is included here.

• Reverse Driving: Reverse driving gives the car an ability to move backwards

and is typically achieved with an idler gear (to change the direction of rotation)

in the transmission. With hybrid architectures, reversing can potentially be

performed with the electric motor.

* Performance Launch: A performance launch is a high torque, high acceleration

launch typically from 0 mph. The high torque from an electric motor can help

achieve fast, well controlled performance launches.
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" Low Speed Driving: Low speed driving consists of driving in first gear at parking

lot speeds, typically 5 mph or under.

* Medium Speed Driving: Medium speed driving consists of driving in gears 2-N

at speeds up to 150 mph.

" High Speed Driving: High speed driving is driving 150 mph to full vehicle

speed, typically over 200 mph for a performance vehicle. To achieve this with

an electric motor, multiple gear ratios may be necessary.

" Decelerating: Decelerating is the act of slowing down a car, which can occur

with engine braking, regenerative braking with the EM, or braking with friction

pads on the brake disks in the vehicle.

" City Driving: City driving consists of driving at speeds typically up to 30 mph.

Certain emissions regulations make all-electric city driving capabilities beneficial

for congested city center areas.

" Frictional Clutch: A single or multi-plate, dry or wet clutch which is used to

couple the engine to the transmission. During a gearshift, the clutch disconnects

the engine, and reconnects once the gear change is complete. Modern high-

performance cars tend to use multi-plate wet clutches.

" Electric Motor: The electric motor is used to provide forward and reverse

propulsion to the vehicle. It can provide significant functionality within the

context of a vehicle propulsion system.

" Reverse Gear: The idler gear and shaft are used to drive in reverse. By driving

in reverse with the electric motor, an added forward gear ratio can be achieved

in the transmission within the same physical space (7+R to 8+electric reverse).

" Engine: An internal combustion engine, typically 8 or 12 cylinders in a modern

high-performance vehicle is used to provide power to propel the vehicle.
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* Alternator: The alternator is used to keep the 12 V battery fully charged, and

provide power for 12 V systems (auxiliary pumps, cooling fans, etc) in the

vehicle.

• Dog Clutch: A dog clutch is a coupling consisting of a physical set of teeth

for coupling two shafts without friction elements. A synchronizer consists of

dogteeth and a friction element. Without the friction elements, a synchronizer

is effectively a dog clutch.

" Starter Motor: The starter motor is used for cranking the engine, and is sized

for cranking in cold weather.

" 1st Gear Ratio: 1st gear is typically designed for low speed, parking lot driving

and vehicle performance launches. The electric motor may allow for elimination

of the traditional 1st gear ratio.

* 2nd - N Gears: These gears are used for driving over 5 mph.

" Brakes: Brakes are used for decelerating a vehicle in hard deceleration events,

or to a final stop, which is difficult to achieve with an EM.

" 12 V Battery: The 12 V battery is sized for cranking the engine in cold weather.

It is recharged with the alternator and powers 12 V systems in the vehicle.

" Dogtooth Tracking: The dogtooth tracking system allows for coupling an engine

or motor to the transmission without a friction clutch. This is discussed in detail

in Chapter 3.

" DC to DC Converter: A DC-DC voltage converter is used to drop the voltage

down from the high voltage level used in the hybrid system battery pack to 12

V for running auxiliary systems.

* Torque Zeroing: Torque zeroing is the act of removing the torque across a

coupling before shifting out of gear. Otherwise, a significant shock will be

experienced by the instant drop of torque.
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" Speed Matching: Speed matching is the act of matching the speed of the EM

or the ICE to the speed necessary before re-engaging a new gear ratio.

" Recharge Battery: The alternator typically recharges the 12 V battery. A

high voltage battery pack will recharge either by plugging it into a fixed power

source (a plug-in hybrid), with the electric motor (when power is low by using

the propulsion motor as a generator), or when regenerative braking.

• Start Engine: Starting the engine is typically achieved with a dedicated starter

motor, but can also be achieved by a propulsion motor in a hybrid vehicle.

* Decouple Torque Difference: Decoupling a torque difference is necessary to shift

out of gear. It happens by torque zeroing and then shifting an element, such as

a dog clutch, out of engagement.

" Run Auxiliary Systems: A system is necessary to run 12 V auxiliary systems.

The DC-DC converter can provide this functionality in the absence of a 12 V

battery.

To perform the analysis described above, careful and intelligent decision making is

necessary. Some algorithms are designed to be entered into a computer for processing,

resulting in an optimal result. Alternatively, for this type of design, manual decision

making is necessary, as small changes can have a large impact on overall drivetrain

functionality. Therefore, this framework is a tool which a designer can use to see the

bigger picture, but it does not guarantee a user to arrive at a best answer, or result

in a single transmission configuration.

Using this framework, the authors realized the potential for eliminating the friction

clutch coupling the engine to the transmission. The electric motor is capable of

performance launches (accelerating the vehicle from stationary at a high acceleration),

torque zeroing (removing torque on a portion of the drivetrain to facilitate smooth

shifts out of gear), and speed matching to complete a shift event. While it is not

immediately obvious that a vehicle without a clutch would be possible, studying
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the functionality of the frictional clutch within the framework in Fig. 2-1 revealed

interesting design concepts including the elimination of a clutch. This concept has

not been developed in a production vehicle to date, but has interesting potential for

future performance vehicles.

Some elements in the transmission can be eliminated by adding the electric motor

and some functions are augmented by the presence of the EM, but corresponding

elements cannot be eliminated. For example, adding an EM allows for the elimination

of the reverse gear, as electric motor power can be used when driving in reverse. On

the other hand, while an electric motor can be used to decelerate a vehicle (with the

added benefit of recharging the battery while doing so), it cannot replace the brakes

entirely. Supercar brakes are designed for maximum deceleration events on a track, so

the brake design would not be altered. With vehicles such as a Toyota Prius, brakes

can potentially be smaller or need less frequent replacement if the driver typically only

brakes hard enough to recharge the battery but not to require use of friction brakes.

Incorporating an electric motor into the transmission housing allows for design of

a smaller overall transmission unit. Additionally, cooling and lubrication needs can

be shared between the motor and transmission, eliminating potentially redundant

systems for cooling, lubrication, and housing bearings and components.

A hybrid, high-performance transmission designed for minimal part count would

function as follows. The vehicle would function without a clutch, the details of this

are discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. An electric motor is used to drive in reverse.

Achieving this takes some additional design work, as current transmission oil pumps

operate based on forward motion of the transmission input. Studies would be nec-

essary to understand the lubrication needs when driving in reverse. As is sometimes

done with air conditioners, the pump can be powered directly with a small electric

motor [16]. Electric power steering can be implemented further reducing pumping

needs. By removing the 12 V battery, an alternator is no longer necessary. Powering

low-voltage systems could be achieved with a DC-DC voltage converter to convert

from hybrid battery pack voltage to 12 V. The voltage converter would be sized for
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the maximum load by low-voltage (12 V) systems, which would be much lower than

typical due to the absence of the starter motor; the propulsion EM would crank the

engine. Finally, gear ratios can be optimized to account for additional performance

available from the electric motor, such as in cases where the electric motor is always

used for initial vehicle acceleration without the assistance of the ICE, as first gear is

typically designed for vehicle launch and parking lot driving.

The framework in Fig. 2-1 was used to generate the conceptual designs of two

clutchless transmission architectures. While these are not the only designs that can be

generated from using this framework, this process demonstrates the merits of thinking

in a system design manner, and using the framework to approach transmission design.

The details of these systems are discussed in the following sections.

2.2 Two-Motor Clutchless Architecture

As the hybrid architecture framework reveals, there are many potential alternative

hybrid architectures that have yet to be developed by automakers. As such, an inves-

tigation into innovative architectures that take advantage of the additional electric

motor functionality is of merit. As a case study using the described framework, a

two-motor clutchless transmission architecture was conceptually designed (Fig. 2-2)

[17]. While this is not a production-ready design, our work shows the merits of using

the framework to consider system functionality when designing a transmission.

The main design decision that was made, which differentiates this architecture

from typical transmissions, was removal of the clutch. Its removal could increase the

overall efficiency of the transmission, decrease weight and size, and allow for an overall

shorter vehicle wheelbase for rear engine architectures. Since no clutch is present, the

main focus of our work was to identify how the vehicle would perform, and understand

if all necessary driving modes can be achieved. Additionally, minimizing the impact

on vehicle performance and shift times is necessary.

In addition to the clutch, in this layout the reverse gear and shaft, alternator,
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Figure 2-2: Two-motor clutchless hybrid architecture. Gears are grey, shafts are
black, and synchronizers are light blue. Motor 1 is used for electric drive and torque
fill, and motor 2 is used for cranking and speed matching. All driving modes available
on a traditional dual clutch vehicle are possible.

starter motor, 1st gear ratio, and 12 V battery are removed. First gear is replaced by

launch from the electric motor, which is sized to avoid negative consequences on 0-60

mph time. To achieve the same 0-60 mph acceleration, the torque from the electric

motor must meet or exceed the torque available from the engine in 1st gear. The

torque limit for acceleration is the friction limit of the tires, beyond which the wheels

will slip. The rest of the ratios in the transmission can be adjusted accordingly to

account for the replacement of first gear. A dog clutch (label 2 in Fig. 2-2) is used

to couple the engine to the transmission. Motor 1 is primarily used for all-electric

driving and torque fill between shifts, and motor 2 is used for ICE cranking, speed

matching during a gearshift, and generating power for drive and charge mode. Details

for these driving modes are discussed in more detail below.

Functionality and driving modes that are achievable with this setup include the

following (with full descriptions and figures below):

" ICE cranking

" EM only driving
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* EM reversing

* Regenerative braking

" Park and charge mode

* Drive and charge mode

" Torque fill during gearshift

* Speed matching during gearshift

" Vehicle launch method 1 (EM only, friction limit)

" Engine roar during launch

" Turbo pre-spooling with motor 2 acting as load

" Vehicle launch method 2 (EMI, EM2, and ICE - bump start engine)

• Full power driving with ICE and both EMs.

ICE cranking will occur with synchro 2 centered (engine disconnected). Motor 2

is used to crank the ICE (Fig. 2-3). This can occur at any time, whether or not the

vehicle is moving under power from motor 1. Motor 1 can be used as an additional

power source for cranking in cold weather by shifting synchro 1 right (Fig. 2-4).

EM only driving and EM reversing both occur through motor 1 (Fig. 2-5). The

engine is disconnected for these two modes (synchro 2 centered). A series of different

electric gear ratios can be achieved. Synchro 1 positioned left gives a single ratio.

Synchro 1 positioned right gives four additional possible ratios. Motor 2 can also be

used for electric driving through four ratios. Since the reverse gear is removed in this

architecture, the EM is always used to drive in reverse. Additionally, since no friction

clutch is present, low speed forward driving is also achieved with the electric motor,

as the vehicle must be moving sufficiently fast to couple the ICE to the transmission

without a clutch.
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Figure 2-3: ICE cranking with motor 2 and park and charge are both implemented
with the power path shown in this image in red.
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Figure 2-4: ICE cranking with motor 1. Both motors can be used together to crank
for cold weather starting. Power path is shown in red.
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Figure 2-5: EM driving, EM reversing, and regenerative braking can happen with
one of both electric motors, and motor 1 can be used in either gear ratio by moving
synchro 1 left or right.

Regenerative braking can occur through motor 1 at any time, and additionally can

occur through motor 2 when it is connected to the drivetrain. This energy is stored

in the batteries, and extends the all-electric range.

Park and charge mode occurs by using the engine to rotate motor 2, which acts

as a generator to recharge the batteries. Recharging can occur at a variety of charge

rates based on the needs of the vehicle. For faster recharging, the load torque of

the EM is increased, and ICE torque is increased to maintain the desired RPM for

recharging.

Drive and charge mode is the same as park and charge, but motor 1 will propel

the vehicle (Fig. 2-6). This is how a series hybrid functions. If the vehicle has to drive

long distance at low speed, drive and charge mode can be initiated when the battery

state of charge is low, and stop once the battery is full. The peak efficiency recharge

rate (considering ICE and EM efficiency) can be used to maximize fuel economy when

driving in this mode.

Torque fill is when an electric motor is used to deliver power even when a gearshift

is occurring. With a dual clutch transmission, there is a nearly seamless shift between

gear ratios. This occurs since as one clutch is disengaging one ratio, the second clutch
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Figure 2-6: Drive and charge mode and vehicle launch method 1. Power path is shown
in red. For drive and charge motor 1 is used to propel the vehicle, and the engine is
run at a high efficiency point to recharge the batteries through motor 2. This layout
is also used to achieve engine roar during launch, and turbo pre-spool.

is engaging the second ratio [18]. Since the clutch is removed in this architecture,

a brief period of torque interruption will occur during a shift event. To avoid unac-

ceptable torque interruption and achieve similar vehicle performance, it is necessary

to use motor 1 to apply torque during a gearshift event. A driver perceives torque

dropout more significantly at lower vehicle speeds, when the power output of the elec-

tric motor can adequately fill in the necessary torque. Additionally, for brief periods

of time, the EM can be overdriven at a higher than rated torque to help match the

necessary torque and prevent driver dissatisfaction.

Speed Matching is when the electric motor is used to assist in bringing the internal

combustion engine (ICE) to the proper speed for a new gear ratio. Since there is no

clutch present, a speed difference between the engine and transmission cannot be

tolerated, thus the speeds must be matched. While several methods can be used

to quickly change the engine speed, controlling this accurately is a challenge. A

typical ICE can accelerate without a load very quickly. By changing the timing of

the spark or not injecting certain cylinders, deceleration of the engine can occur more

quickly, since the engine will not produce power if injection is skipped. Additionally,
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compressing air with the pistons of without adding fuel (the same technique used for

engine braking) will help to slow the engine quickly. These methods, in partnership

with an electric motor, can be used to quickly change speed for a new ratio.

Torque zeroing is necessary for shifting out of gear. Since there is no clutch, for the

engine to disconnect from the transmission, there must be minimal torque across the

dogtooth coupling to allow for disengagement without significant positive or negative

torque pulses and resulting drivetrain oscillations. To achieve torque zeroing before

a shift, the throttle is decreased. When the torque is low or zero, synchro 2 can be

shifted to disengage.

Vehicle launch method 1 involves using motor 1 to launch the vehicle at the friction

limit of the tires. The engine cannot be running and coupled to the drivetrain when

the vehicle is not moving. Since no friction clutch is present, they must be coupled

when the speeds match. If the engine is running, when the vehicle obtains the proper

speed, the synchro 2 can shift to engage the engine. If the engine is not running,

motor 2 can crank the engine before engagement.

Engine roar during launch is achieved by running the engine through a desired

RPM pattern when the vehicle is launching with motor 1. Thus, instead of a nearly

silent electric launch, the launch will still sound similar to a traditional ICE launch,

an aspect that is important to many performance vehicle owners.

Turbo pre-spooling can be accomplished during launch as well. When the engine

is disconnected from a load, even if it is turning, it cannot provide enough enthalpy

in the exhaust stream to spool a turbocharger and build pressure in the engine air

intake. By using motor 2 as a load on the engine, the turbocharger can spool, and

upon engine connection to the drivetrain, turbo lag (a delay in increased power from

the engine, caused when the turbo takes time to spool and begin supplying pressurized

air, resulting in increased engine power) can be minimized. By using this method,

the engine can be operating at its higher power level (with more intake air from

the turbo), with a turbocharger that is sufficiently spooled from the additional load

from the electric motor. As such, turbo lag is no longer experienced during vehicle
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acceleration.

A full shift even will occur as follows (Fig. 2-7). First, the engine and motor 1

must torque zero, such that the desired synchronizer can be shifted. Once there is

no torque through the coupling, the synchronizer can move to the neutral position.

During this time, motor 1 can be torque filling to minimize the feel of torque loss on

the vehicle performance. Upon synchronizer motion to neutral, speed matching can

commence. The electric motor and engine will accelerate (for an upshift) or decelerate

(for a downshift). The EM is beneficial here, as it is more controllable than the engine

alone. A desired speed can be set, and the EM will reach and hold that speed quickly

and accurately. Thus, the electric motor can be used to help manage and smooth

engine speed. Upon matched speeds, the new ratio can be selected.

Vehicle launch method 2 is basically a "bump start" of the engine. In this method,

the engine is off, and synchro 2 is shifted left (Fig. 2-8). Either or both electric motors

can launch the vehicle, and the engine will turn over and start. Once at the proper

RPM, fuel is introduced and the engine can begin to provide power for the launch

event.

Full power driving is performed when all three power sources are delivering power

to accelerate the vehicle. Once the vehicle is launched, all three elements can provide

propulsive power. For launch method 1, motor 1 is used to launch the vehicle, and

once to speed, the ICE and motor 2 can couple and add power. For launch method

2, once the ICE is cranked and started from forward vehicle motion, it can deliver

power for propulsion.

2.2.1 Two-Motor Clutchless Architecture Prototype

A prototype was developed to demonstrate the feasibility of shifting without a clutch

(Fig. 2-9). Key features tested with this setup include torque zeroing and speed

matching. The setup consists of two parallel shafts with a synchronizer set on one

shaft, and two gears on the second shaft that mesh with the gears on the synchro-

nizer. The gears were taken from a commercially manufactured transmission. A large
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(a) First Gear Ratio
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(b) Neutral

(c) Second Gear Ratio

Figure 2-7: Shown here is ashift event during standard driving with the power path
shown in red. The vehicle starts out in the first ratio. Once engine torque is reduced,
synchro 4can move to neutral. Motor 2is used to help rapidly change the speed of
the ICE for the new ratio (speed matching) and simultaneously motor 1is used to

torque fill. Once speed matching is complete, synchro 4can engage the new ratio.
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Figure 2-8: Combined power path (shown in red) and vehicle launch method 2.
With this configuration, all three power sources can be used to propel the vehicle.
Additionally, the engine can be bump started in this mode (or with one of the electric
motors disengaged) by accelerating the vehicle resulting in cranking of the ICE.

hobbyist servo motor was used to actuate the shift fork to move the synchronizer.

Speed controllers allow for speed control of each motor, and Hall effect sensors and

tachometers are used to measure and display shaft speed. The transmission bearings

were press fit into custom machined Delrin bearing blocks, which were mounted to

an aluminum base.

Two specific qualitative tests were performed with this setup - torque zeroing

before disengagement and speed matching before engagement. To disengage a syn-

chronizer, the torque across the synchro must be minimal. If high torque exists, upon

disengagement a drivetrain shock would be felt. Additionally, high torque across a

synchro would require high actuation force, as the dogteeth are shaped with undercuts

to prevent disengagement with torque. These undercuts create a force that opposes

any force from an actuator trying to disengage the synchro from a selected gear. To

properly engage a gear, the speeds must be matched. In a typical transmission, the

conical friction elements in the synchronizer change the speed of the layshaft before

the synchronizer is fully engaged. Since no clutch is present, the friction elements
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Figure 2-9: The bench setup developed to test clutchless shifting is shown here. The
motor on the left represents the ICE, and the motor on the right represents the vehicle
moving at an approximately constant velocity. Tests to understand gear disengage-
ment through torque zeroing, speed matching, and engagement were performed with
this setup.

cannot sufficiently synchronize the speed difference of the ICE, given its larger iner-

tia. It is necessary to actively change the ICE speed before a new gear engagement,

which is done through control of the ICE and EM together to achieve fast gearshifts.

Disengagement and engagement tests were performed. When disengaging, if high

torque through the coupling was present, large shift force is necessary, and shocks

can be witnessed in the system. Zeroing the torque through the synchronizer reduces

shift force and shocks. Additionally, speed matching was validated. When shifting

without a friction element in the synchro, if a speed difference exists, grinding of the

dogteeth occurs. By speed matching using the EM, a shift can be completed even

without friction elements present. While this was an early stage setup with minimal

sensors or data acquisition capabilities, both concepts tested behaved as expected,

and proved worthwhile for further development [19].

2.3 Single Motor Architecture

While the two-motor concept shows incredible promise, it is desirable to have a single

electric motor architecture, as adding two EMs and accessories adds significant weight

to the vehicle, much more than what is removed. The concept in Fig. 2-10 was
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Figure 2-10: One motor, dual shaft, clutchless hybrid architecture. Power (shown in
red) from ICE or EM can go to either shaft. The car can simultaneously be driving in
1st gear under power from the EM, and a different gear under ICE power. Depending
on selected gear ratios, both can power the same input shaft, or different input shafts.

designed with a single electric motor [20].

This architecture has several benefits over the two-motor architecture. It is able

to achieve eight speeds from twelve individual gears. Additionally, it can drive in

a large variety of configurations. In case one, the ICE can power one shaft, while

the EM powers the other shaft. The top and bottom shafts can have different gears

selected, allowing for 32 possible combinations of gear ratios. In case two, both

power sources can power either the top or bottom shaft together, allowing for eight

additional configurations.

All of the driving modes from the two-motor architecture are available with the

exception of:

" Drive and charge mode can only be performed when the vehicle is either moving

or stopped, but not easily while repeatedly starting and stopping.

" Torque fill and speed match cannot simultaneously occur, only one or the other

option is possible.
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*Turbo pre-spool cannot be achieved, as there is no dedicated EM to put a load

on the engine and cause the turbo to spool.

2.3.1 City Driving Range Analysis

During city driving in stop-and-go conditions, the single electric motor must be used as

the propulsion source, since the ICE cannot be running and connect to a transmission

that is not spinning. Typically a friction clutch would disconnect the engine when

the vehicle stops and allow for initial acceleration of the vehicle, but the clutch has

been removed in this architecture. The electric motor is used instead, but over a long

period of driving in traffic, it is important that the battery never becomes depleted.

An analysis was performed to show that during city driving, if the batteries are

recharged when the vehicle is stopped in traffic, or when the vehicle is decelerating

and regenerative braking, the state of charge of batteries will never fully deplete. This

analysis was performed for the Artemis Urban driving cycle [21].

Figure 2-11 shows the driving cycle. Figure 2-12 shows this analysis of battery

state of charge during the drive cycle. To calculate battery usage, the drive cycle

was input to MATLAB. Next, torque at the motor (Tmotor) to achieve the drive cycle

was calculated based on rolling resistance, aerodynamic drag, and driveline efficiency

using

1
Tmotor = RwheelGgear(Ma + -pCdAv 2 +Froll), (2.1)

2

where Rwheel is the wheel radius, Ggear is the gear ratio from the wheel to the motor,

M is vehicle mass, a is vehicle acceleration, p is the air density, Cd is the vehicle drag

coefficient, A is vehicle frontal area, v is vehicle velocity, and Fro is rolling resistance.

Finally, power consumption is calculated based on instantaneous torque and speed

at the electric motor, taking into account the gear ratio. At each timestep of the

simulation, state of charge is equal to the previous charge state minus the energy

used to move the vehicle in the previous timestep. In this simulation, a 4.5 kWh
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Figure 2-11: Artemis Urban Drive Cycle [21]. This drive cycle was used for the
battery state of charge modeling. Any time the vehicle is stopped, the battery can be
recharged by the ICE. When the vehicle is decelerating, regenerative braking is used
to recharge the ICE.
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Figure 2-12: Analysis of battery state of charge during Artemis Urban Driving Cycle.
Battery is recharged when the vehicle is stationary if the charge mode is turned on.
Even if the vehicle is not capable of drive and charge, by charging when the vehicle
is stopped and regenerative braking, the battery will never become fully depleted.
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battery is used, and the initial charge state is 4 kWh. The rate of charge is 40 kW,

which is easily achievable with a 100+ kW electric motor which would be typical in

a high-performance hybrid. Regenerative braking is assumed to be 72% efficient, as

in 72% of the energy used to stop the vehicle is stored in the battery, which includes

drivetrain and electrical system efficiency.

The following equations can be used to represent the flow of power from the

battery during driving, with positive flow indicating the battery discharging.

TmotorWmotor 1 for Tmotor > 0
Pbatt= system (2.2)

Tmotorwmotornsystem for Tmotor < 0.

Pbatt is the power flowing from the battery, Tmotor is the motor torque, Wmotor is

the motor speed, and nsystem is the summation of drivetrain and electrical efficiency.

When torque is positive, power leaves the battery, and negative torque represents

regenerative braking, charging the battery. Therefore, power leaving the battery

during positive torque events has an efficiency term of 1/n, as for a given torque,

more power leaves the battery than in an ideal, perfect efficiency case.

The charging commences every time the vehicle stops, and ends once the vehicle

begins forward motion. A full start stop event would initiate with the electric motor

propelling the vehicle and the vehicle coming to a stop. Then the EM would dis-

engage from the forward drive part of the transmission and engage with the engine

for charging (the engine could either be off and the EM would crank the engine, or

if already at idle, would speed match and engage). Once the driver lifts his foot off

the brake, the EM would decouple from charging, and engage to propel the vehicle

forward. The engine can either be left at idle, or shutdown, as it can be restarted by

the EM when charging reinitiates.

In Fig. 2-12, shown in green is the state of charge if the battery charges every time

the vehicle stops. Shown in blue is the battery charge if ICE charging is never per-

formed. Shown in pink is every time the vehicle has the opportunity to charge (any

time it is stopped) with high as true/can charge and low as false/cannot charge. Fi-
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nally, a simple charge controller was implemented. The controller commences charging

if the battery state of charge is below a threshold, which is set at 2.5 kWh, and ends

when the battery is full. This charge mode is shown in black with high as true/charge

mode on, and low as false/charge mode off. When the charge mode is on, and the

vehicle is stopped (when both black and pink curves are high) then the battery will

charge. Once the battery is full and the black charge mode curve toggles to off, it

will not charge again until it reaches the "charge mode on" battery state threshold.

Shown in red is the state of charge for the battery using this charge controller.

A 4.5 kWh battery is the smallest battery that will not deplete using this method,

charge rate, and charge threshold. As this is slightly under the average battery

capacity of 4.6 kWh for the three primary high-performance hybrid cars (Ferrari

LaFerrari, McLaren P1, Porsche 918), it seems reasonable to consider this method for

recharging (See Appendix 2A). If capacity was found to be an issue, three solutions

could be considered.

• Charging could commence sooner, for example once the state of charge reached

3 kWh versus the current begin charging level of 2.5 kWh.

" For longer, high speed sections of the drive, the engine could engage and charge

the battery. This would involve having the engine already running at idle and

disconnected from the drivetrain when the vehicle was moving at speed under

power from the EM. The engine would speed match and engage, followed by

a transition of propulsion power to the engine. Then, the EM would act as a

generator and the ICE would be recharging the battery and moving the vehicle

forward.

" The rate of charge could be increased, either globally, or for moments in time

when the battery state of charge was reaching a critical level.

Additionally, the ECE15 [22] and JP10-15 [23] drive cycles were analyzed, and

none cause the battery to deplete below the initial state of charge over the full drive

cycle. Given that with currently modeled drive cycles the battery does not deplete,
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and since there are methods of dealing with critical situations that are discussed

above, it seems reasonable to assume that driving in stop-and-go traffic using these

methods would never deplete the battery.

While it is impossible to know that any driving situation would not deplete the

battery, real world testing can be performed to understand what limited situations

will lead towards quickly depleting battery levels, and some of the additional charge

modes listed above can be implemented and studied.

2.3.2 Single Motor Prototype

A second prototype was built to test the functionality of the single motor architecture.

It was built from components of three 1999 Honda Civic transmissions. Figure 2-13

shows the layout based on the available transmission elements. While not proposed

for the real vehicle architecture, idler gears were used since the available gears would

not mesh otherwise. To simplify the setup, only four forward propulsion gears were

used. Additionally, as with the two-motor prototype, an EM was used instead of an

ICE due to the complexities of ICE integration into the benchtop prototype.

The setup (Fig. 2-14) consists of two Craftsman C3 drill motors, four hobbyist

servo motors for shifting synchronizers, and a 10 A, 30 V DC power supply. An

Arduino Mega microcontroller with two Hall effect sensors to measure shaft speed

were used to control the setup.

The testing goals for this setup included understanding and demonstrating a

launch event with electric motor power, ICE engagement once the vehicle was mov-

ing, and upshift and downshifts from 1st to 2nd gear. These tests were successful in

showing the functionality of the transmission during these driving events. It was able

to perform electric launch (starting the shafts rotating), ICE engagement (coupling

the second motor - representing the ICE - once at the proper speed), and upshift and

downshift correctly. The setup was used to demonstrate to the company partner the

merits of this transmission architecture for future vehicles [24].
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Figure 2-13: Schematic layout of the benchtop prototype that was developed based
on available transmission components.
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Figure 2-14: Image of the second prototype used to validate the functionality of the
single motor transmission architecture.
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2.4 Conclusions

Most hybrid vehicles designed to date have focused on efficiency, with a few that have

been designed primarily for high performance. This chapter discusses the considera-

tion of design for performance and efficiency. First, a study of hybrid elements was

performed. The framework developed is a tool that can be used for future vehicle

design, and shows that consideration of the systems functionality of elements in the

transmission can lead to improved architecture with optimized functionality.

A two-motor clutchless architecture was developed and tested to investigate the

feasibility of a clutchless performance vehicle. This architecture can function in the

manner necessary for a performance car, and has some additional benefits over a

traditional dual clutch vehicle, such as the ability to pre-spool a turbocharger.

Further development led to a single motor architecture with nearly all the same

functionality as the two-motor architecture. To validate the ability to drive on electric

motor power alone (since drive and charge is not an available feature, and stop-and-go

driving must be performed with the electric motor due to the absence of a clutch), a

study of battery state of charge levels was performed. This study reveals that during

stop-and-go traffic, if the battery is recharged from regenerative braking and when

the vehicle is stopped, the battery is expected to never fully deplete. A prototype

of this architecture was built to demonstrate several operating modes showing the

feasibility of the single motor architecture.
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Appendix 2A

Table 2.1: Shown in Appendix 2A are the three primary high-performance hybrid
vehicles discussed in the thesis. Relevant details about their propulsion and hybrid
systems are compiled here to serve as a reference for quick comparisons between
vehicles.

Ferrari LaFerrari Ref. Mclaren P1 Ref. Porsche 918 Ref.
Motors 1 [25 2 [26]

Engine HP (BHP) 789 (9000 rpm) [25] 727 (7500 rpm) 1251
Redline (RPM) 9000 [25] 7500 1251 9150 [27]

Motor HP (BHP) 163 128] 176 1261 285 total [26]
BHP (total) 950 125] 903 [25] 887 126]

Engine Torque 531 ft lb
Motor Torque 199 ft-lb [261 192 [29] 398 ft-lb 1261

Torque Total (Nm) 900 900 [30]
Regen Braking yes [251 no [25, 26, 31] yes 1261

Battery Weight (kg) 66 [25] 96 [29]
Battery Size (kWh) 2.3 [32] 4.7 19 6.8 1331

Elec System Mass (kg) 140 {25] 170 [25] 314 1341
Electric Only Drive no [25] yes (12 miles) 125] yes (20 miles, 16-31km) [26, 35, 33]

Elec Max Speed (mph) NA 100 [25 93 [26, 35, 33]
Accessory Motor yes 128]
Top Speed (mph) 217 [28] 217 [301

Driven Wheels 2 [26] 2 [261 4 [26]
0-186 mph (time) 15 [261 16.5 [261 20.9 [26]

Reverse Gear yes [361 yes [37 yes [38]
Alternator yes [39, 401 no [31] no [41]

Starter Motor yes [39, 40 no [31]
Clutch yes [36[ yes [311 yes

Motor Generator yes [421
12 V battery yes [43] yes [44]

Fuel Use (1/km) 14 8.3 [45] 3.1 [46]
CO2 (g/km) 330 (220 if on electric only) [28] 194 [45] 72 [46

1st 3.08 [36] 3.98 1371 3.91 [46
2nd 2.19 [36 2.61 [37 2.29 1461
3rd 1.63 [361 1.9 [371 1.58 [46
4th 1.29 [36] 1.48 [37] 1.19 [46]
5th 1.03 [36] 1.16 [37] 0.97 [46]
6th 0.84 [36] 0.91 [37] 0.83 [46]
7th 0.69 [36] 0.69 [37] 0.67 [46]
R 2.79 [36 2.8 [37 3.55 [46]

Final Drive 4.38 [47 3.31 [371 3.09 [46]
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Chapter 3

Design and Experimental Validation

of a Position Tracking Gearshift

System

This chapter presents the design, development, and testing of a novel, two-speed

gearshift system for hybridization of a high-performance vehicle. Two gear ratios

are proposed, with the lower ratio used for high torque at launch and lower speed

driving. The higher ratio is used for added power (versus the internal combustion

engine alone) up to full vehicle speed.

When designing the two-speed system and shift method, three key criteria were

considered. Fast gearshifts are necessary, as the two-speed system may shift at times

during the driving process that are unexpected by the driver. While a traditional

AMT shifts with paddle shifters that the driver taps, the electric motor will likely

shift automatically based on diving mode, vehicle speed, and many other factors.

Unexpected loss in power is unacceptable. Additionally, the electric motor has larger

rotational inertia than a layshaft in a traditional manual transmission or an AMT,

thus using friction synchronizers alone to change the motor speed will result in slow

shifts. Mitigating this is important. Motor speed matching is implemented to achieve

faster shifts. Finally, position tracking of the dogteeth during a gearshift can result
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in even faster shifts. By measuring the dogtooth position and relative velocity in

real-time, a shift can be performed such that the teeth come into alignment during

the engagement motion of the dogteeth.

An experimental, benchtop setup was designed and built to validate the function-

ality of a shift system as described. The results of this testing can be applied to

designing a two-speed hybrid system for a full vehicle.

3.1 Introduction

The process of designing a high-performance hybrid vehicle has many challenges which

must be addressed. While the concept of removing the clutch presented in the previ-

ous chapter has potential benefits, there are also drawbacks to removing the clutch,

including longer gearshift times for the main gearset associated with the engine. The

company partner in this research decided to leave the dual clutch, as it was decided

removing the clutch is overall detrimental to driving performance for their new vehi-

cles.

3.1.1 Need for a Two-Speed System

To achieve the largest benefit from an electric motor in a performance vehicle, multiple

EM gear ratios are necessary, as it is difficult to simultaneously achieve a large power

band (high power output across a large array of speeds) and high efficiency. A two-

speed EM conceptual layout, built around a conventional manual transmission with

a clutch, is presented in Fig. 3-1. This is a simplified architecture to demonstrate

the function of the two-speed hybrid transmission concept, but the same integration

strategy could be used in a DCT. In this work we investigate the use of two gear ratios

for the EM. The first is used for high torque delivery at low speeds. The second ratio

is used for power assistance and high vehicle speeds, up to the maximum vehicle

speed. Additionally, the second ratio is used for energy recovery from higher vehicle

speeds. Within the context of an existing transmission, which would have a two-speed
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Two-speed
gearbox
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New Synchronizer
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Traditional Synchronizer

Figure 3-1: Hybrid architecture with a two-speed electric motor. Circled in red is the
two-speed EM gearbox. This is a depiction of a two-speed hybridization of a single
clutch, 4-speed transmission. Synchronizers 2 and 3 function identically to those in a
traditional transmission. Since no clutch is present on the motor, shifting synchronizer
1 requires additional effort as compared to shifting a traditional synchronizer due to
the higher motor inertia compared to the layshaft.

system added for hybridization, minimal extra space exists. Adding an additional

clutch between the electric motor and two-speed system would result in an overly

large transmission unit, unable to fit within existing vehicle architectures without

significant modification, such as increased vehicle wheelbase, width, and total weight.

This electrification strategy can be added with minimal changes to a drivetrain and

transmission housing castings.

3.1.2 Problem Statement

This chapter explores three facets of the proposed two-speed transmission:

(1) Demonstrating how the second gear ratio achieves a tangible benefit, thus

justifying its inclusion.

(2) A method for shifting gears; with the specific vehicle architecture under
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consideration, there is not sufficient space for a friction clutch between the

electric motor and the two-speed system's gears. Since the inertia of the electric

motor is large, a friction synchro cannot be used to sufficiently change the speed

of the electric motor during a shift.

(3) New types of shift events; using new sensors for position tracking of the

dogteeth in the transmission can enhance the two-speed gearbox functionality,

increasing shift speed and allowing for removal of the friction elements in a

traditional friction cone synchronizer.

3.2 Concept Architecture

This section reviews the proposed two-speed architecture shown in Fig. 3-1, explains

why a traditional friction synchronizer is not sufficient, and investigates the need for

advanced control of the electric motor and shift system (two speed gearbox shown

circled in red). A leading car manufacturer was developing this transmission archi-

tecture, with a goal of ensuring accurate control and fast, seamless shifting for the

electric motor two-speed gearbox.

3.2.1 Transmission Architecture

A two-speed electric motor gearbox is beneficial for a performance vehicle. The

first ratio is used for high torque at low speeds, desirable for vehicle launch and

acceleration, helping increase vehicle performance to the friction limit of the tires.

The higher ratio is necessary so the motor can be used up to the peak vehicle speed.

This prevents the need to decouple the EM at high vehicle speeds, a characteristic

found in the Porsche 918 and Ferrari SF90 [33]. Additionally, higher ratios allow for

increased energy recovery under braking, as the motor can operate closer to its peak

power level. Typical permanent magnet electric motors are also less efficient when

operating at low speed and high torque [48]. Certain architecture concepts dictate
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the need for multiple gear ratios, for instance, with one gear connected close to the

engine, and the second near the transmission output.

The schematic depicted in Fig. 3-1 is a simple transmission architecture that is

used to illustrate the functionality of the two-speed EM gearbox. The methods de-

scribed for a shift event in this paper are identical to how they would be implemented

on the real vehicle, even for more complex transmissions. The goal of the two-speed

gearbox is to achieve seamless shifts regardless of the specific driving configuration

of the rest of the transmission at any point in time. Since the core functionality of

the two-speed system is of interest, the rest of the transmission details have been

simplified.

3.2.2 Friction Synchronizer

Understanding a traditional gearshift is important to realize the difficulty of shifting

gears on the two-speed hybrid system due to the presence of a motor and its large

rotational inertia. A synchronizer (or synchro) is a device that is used to synchronize

the speed between two shafts (Figs. 3-2 and 3-3). It consists of one or several cone-

shaped frictional elements. During a shift, force from either a shift lever or a hydraulic

actuator is used to push these friction surfaces together, creating a friction torque to

accelerate or decelerate a shaft. Once the shafts are at the same speed, the unit can

continue to engage, which brings dogteeth together to rigidly couple a gear to a shaft.

The functionality and exact details of the behavior of a synchronizer can be found in

great depth in a variety of sources, such as [49], so is only briefly introduced here.

3.2.3 Traditional Gearshift Sequence

On the architecture shown in Fig. 3-1, synchronizers 2 and 3 are used in a traditional

manner to select different gear ratios (with one being used for 1st and 2nd gear, and

the second being used for 3rd and 4th gear). A traditional gearshift for a single clutch

manual transmission would proceed as follows. First, the clutch pedal is pushed,

decoupling the engine from the transmission. Next, the shift sleeve in the synchronizer
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Dng Ttth

Friction Surfaces

Dog Teeth

Synchronizer Hub -

Blocker Ring

Shift Sleeve

Gear Teeth (always meshed)

Figure 3-2: A traditional friction synchronizer, adapted from [50]. The shift sleeve

moves axially to engage a gear, meshing the dogteeth on the sleeve with the dogteeth

on the gear. Conical friction surfaces accelerate the gear that is being engaged to the

proper speed. Once at the proper speed, the blocker ring moves out of the way, and

the synchronizer can engage fully, resulting in dogtooth engagement for full torque

transfer.
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Dogteeth

Figure 3-3: Friction synchronizer from a production vehicle. Dogteeth on the gear
can be seen, while the mating teeth on the shift sleeve are hidden from view.

is moved from an engaged position to neutral. As the driver continues to move the

shift lever, the synchronizer brings the layshaft (also known as countershaft) up to

the proper speed based on the new gear ratio. Once the layshaft is spinning at the

proper speed, the shift sleeve is moved fully, engaging the new gear ratio.

3.2.4 New Features Versus a Typical Transmission

The presence of the electric motor on one side of the two-speed gearbox means shifting

gears is more difficult. While a synchronizer traditionally has to synchronize the

inertia of the layshaft, the motor has a larger inertia than the layshaft, which would

result in longer shift time. Two key features allow for faster shifts than a traditional

transmission:

1) Speed matching is performed by the electric motor, changing its speed to the

proper speed for a new gear ratio. Instead of relying on a friction synchro to

change the speed of the motor during a gearshift, active control from the electric
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motor is necessary due to large inertias on both sides of the synchronizer (with

the inertia of the motor on one side, and the inertia of the rest of the drivetrain

and the vehicle's inertia on the other side). As the following sections show,

relying on a friction synchronizer alone is not sufficient.

2) Position tracking monitors the dogteeth position and shift upon proper dog-

tooth alignment. Position tracking is desirable as an additional feature, as

guaranteeing proper tooth alignment can lead to faster shifts. With proper

speed matching and position tracking, the friction elements in the synchronizer

are no longer necessary.

3.2.5 Synchronizer Torque Versus Motor Torque

One challenge introduced by the new architecture in Fig. 3-1 is the presence of large

inertias on both sides of the motor synchronizer. On one side is the inertia of the

transmission and the rest of the vehicle. The other side is the inertia of the electric

motor, which for a typical motor is several times the inertia of a typical layshaft. To

complete a shift quickly, the electric motor must speed match the new ratio, as relying

on a friction synchronizer alone to sufficiently accelerate the motor will result in a

longer shift time. To achieve fast shifts with a friction synchronizer, a larger synchro

would be necessary, or the torque and energy dissipation limits of the synchro would

be exceeded.

Analyzing rotational acceleration is important and can help validate whether a

friction synchronizer is sufficient. The acceleration of the motor's inertia from an avail-

able torque can be calculated for torque applied by a friction synchronizer (synchro),

and torque applied by the motor (Tmotor) as

d~motor
Tsynchro 'motordh (3-1)

ddsynchro

and
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d~motor
Tmotor Imotor (3.2)

dtmotor

Here, Imotor is the mass moment of inertia of the motor and input gears, dmotor

is the change in speed of the motor, dtsynchro is the time to change the motor speed

using the synchro, and dtmotor is the time to change the motor speed with the motor.

Solving this system of equations for the relative ratio of shift time demonstrates a

inverse relationship between torque and shift time,

dtsynchro _ Tmotor (33)
dtmotor Tsynchro

Therefore, regardless of the inertia of the system (for which the exact value is

not known at this point in the design process), the synchronization time for motor

speed synchronization versus synchro speed synchronization inversely scales as the

ratio of torque between the motor and the synchronizer, with higher torque resulting

in a faster synchronization. From data provided by the vehicle manufacturer in 2018,

the motor is capable of 2.3 times more torque than the peak torque available from

a friction synchronizer [51]. Therefore, using the motor to speed match will result

in a synchronization phase which is 2.3 times faster than would be possible with the

synchro.

3.2.6 Shift Event Motion

The traditional time for the shift of a synchronizer during a gearshift consists of

four main parts - disengagement, pre-synchronization, synchronization, and engage-

ment. Disengagement consists of motion of the dogteeth out of gear to neutral.

Pre-synchronization is where the sleeve moves to begin applying pressure to create

speed synchronization. Synchronization is the phase where the speeds of both sets

of teeth are changing, ending when speeds are matched. Engagement is where the

dogteeth move to fully engage the new ratio. For a traditional shift, the shift time

can be described by
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Tshift traditional= Td +T + Ts + Te,

where Td is time for disengagement, T ,is the time for pre-synchronization, T, is the

time for synchronization, and Te is the time for engagement. Of these, all but the

synchronization phase consists of motion of the shift sleeve, which is accomplished

with a hydraulic actuator in a conventional performance vehicle transmission. This

can be represented by

Tmotion =Td +Tp +Te. (3.5)

For traditional friction synchronization, given a specified hydraulic pressure (as

higher pressure requires larger pumps and more pumping energy), larger diameter

actuators are desirable for higher forces, as this results in decreased frictional syn-

chronization time

T 1 2, (3.6)

where D is the diameter of the hydraulic actuator piston. However, for a given

maximum fluid flow rate, which is determined by the hydraulic valve, larger pistons

move more slowly, resulting in slower motion and longer duration for disengagement,

pre-synchronization, and engagement, with

TmotioncD 2 . (3.7)

For a traditional transmission, these tradeoffs must be considered. However, with

appropriate speed matching of the dogteeth performed by an electric motor, the

synchronization portion of a shift event will no longer be reliant on the shift actuator,

but instead based on the electric motor accelerating to the proper speed, represented

by Tsahftmotorsynch. If this method is implemented, smaller pistons are beneficial, as

faster motion will result in a faster shift event.
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Tshiftmotorsynch <Tshijtjtraditional.

However, there is still an optimal piston size, as a very small piston will be difficult

to construct (since a rod still needs to extend out from the piston on one side).

Additionally, a very small piston will not have the necessary force to accelerate the

mass of the shift sleeve, shift rod, and shift fork.

3.2.7 Dogtooth Tracking

An additional goal of this work is to investigate new types of shift events. With active

control of the electric motor, and active control of synchronizer motion and force in an

AMT, tracking dogteeth and shifting upon alignment becomes a possibility. During

a gearshift, one of the main considerations for noise, vibration, and harshness (NVH)

limits occurs as the dogteeth come together after the speed synchronization phase.

If the teeth become misaligned such that the tapered surface contacts, this collision

can result in unacceptable sound with high shift actuator velocity [52]. This can put

a limit on how quickly the shift actuator can complete this shift. Guaranteeing that

the teeth are aligned means the shift actuator can be fired faster. No initial tooth

collision will occur, ensuring the shift does not exceed NVH limits of the vehicle.

Accurate speed measurement and closed loop control for motor speed are necessary

to use the motor as a speed synchronization device. Additionally, measuring the

position of the dogteeth in real-time, calculating their alignment, and making a shift

decision is necessary for dogtooth tracking. These topics are discussed further in

Section 3.3.

Four different scenarios for a dogtooth engagement are possible (Fig. 3-4):

* In the first case, the motor is able to quickly accelerate to the approximate

proper speed, but there may be a slight speed difference between the dogteeth.

A friction synchronizer would be necessary, and would finish the speed synchro-

nization process, eliminating any remaining speed difference.
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* In the second case, the motor is able to accurately achieve the proper speed

within a desired threshold. This would enable removal of the friction part of the

synchronizer. Once the speeds were matched, the motion of engagement would

continue as typical during a shift event. With a traditional shift event, the

dogteeth may not be aligned properly, and the tapered points on the dogteeth

ensure that the engagement occurs, though contact on the tapered surfaces may

result.

" In the third case, the motor accurately achieves the proper speed (both shafts

matched in speed within a desired, small threshold) with the dogtooth tracking

system monitoring the position of the dogteeth. Once aligned, the shift system

can complete the shift event, resulting in no contact on the tapered front surface

of the teeth. This is the ideal case, and the solution which we are designing

towards as a target for the speed matching portion of the system. In this third

case, if there is perfect speed matching, the dogteeth could remain misaligned

indefinitely. A small torque pulse would be needed to slightly adjust the speed

and move the dogteeth into alignment.

" A forth case involves the dogtooth tracking system functioning properly, but

with a larger than desired speed difference due to inaccurate speed matching

from the electric motor. In this case, understanding the failure modes of en-

gagement are important. An engagement in this case could cause issues if the

noise of the dogteeth colliding radially was unacceptable, or if the speed differ-

ence was sufficiently large that dogtooth breakage was possible. This is the case

that is realistic for the system, as achieving exact speed matching is impossible;

designing for as minimal of a speed difference is desirable. Low speed differences

are expected, and while noise and dogtooth breakage are unlikely (as presented

in Appendix 3A), shifting with a slight speed difference is the assumption used

to move forward with the work and testing presented here.
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1: Speed difference 2: Speed matched

3: Speed matched, teeth aligned 4: Speed difference, teeth aligned

Figure 3-4: Top dogteeth in each image represent the dogteeth on the shift sleeve,
and bottom represent the dogteeth on the gear. These dogteeth come together during
an engagement. Four possible types of dogtooth engagement. 1: Speeds are slightly
different and friction synchronization is necessary. 2: Speeds approximately identical,
no friction needed. 3: Position tracking successful, speeds approximately identical.
4: Position tracking successful, slight speed difference.

3.3 Sensing and Control of Shift

3.3.1 Full Shift Event with Motor Synchronization

A full shift event of the synchronizer involves disengaging one gear, and engaging

the other, as shown in Fig. 3-5. The shift event starts with the motor propelling

the vehicle through 2nd gear (its lower ratio). To complete this event (in this case,

a downshift) the torque on the electric motor must be reduced by torque zeroing.

This torque reduction allows the synchronizer to be disengaged to neutral, as before

torque reduction, disengagement would lead to an unacceptable shock that would be

perceived by the driver.

Once in neutral, the speed matching phase begins. Motor torque is increased

to match the speed of the new ratio as quickly as possible. As the proper speed is

near, the torque decreases to prevent speed overshoot. When the speed is sufficiently

matched, the system can begin position tracking. If the speed is within a desired

threshold and the position of the dogteeth align properly such that the teeth move

together without a collision, then a shift is triggered. Once the new ratio is engaged,

the vehicle can continue accelerating under electric motor power.
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Figure 3-5: Torque and speed of the electric motor during a gearshift (shown here is

a downshift). Torque is reduced for shifting from 2nd gear to neutral. Then torque is

increased to accelerate the motor for the proper speed for 1st gear. Once speeds are

matched, the synchronizer is shifted, and motor torque is restored.
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The methodology for an upshift is nearly identical, with the difference being that

the motor is decelerated while in neutral, as the gear to be engaged spins at a slower

speed than the gear that is disengaged.

3.3.2 Physics-Based Shifting Model for Dogtooth Tracking

A model was developed to analyze shift events. This model inputs dogtooth geometry,

shift actuator velocity, and speed of both shafts, and calculates when to shift to

guarantee a dogtooth alignment and proper engagement. This method was developed

to be implemented on a physical test setup and run on a controller used to determine

when to shift in real-time. While the dogteeth exist in a cylindrical coordinate system,

the dogteeth were mapped into a Cartesian coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 3-6,

for simplicity.

Defining Vector Motion

At any point in time we can calculate the vector motion V of the shift sleeve dogteeth

with respect to the the gear dogteeth, comprised of VH, the horizontal component

(velocity difference between the two sets of dogteeth), and VV, the vertical component

(shift actuator velocity). This can be broken into horizontal and vertical vector

components represented by a system of equations

VH =VH1 - VH2
V,:(3.9)

V = Vact

where VH1 is the speed of one set of dogteeth, VH2 is the speed of the other dogteeth,

and Vact is the speed of the hydraulic actuator shifting the dogteeth together. This

is illustrated in Fig. 3-6, Inset 1.
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Figure 3-6: Position tracking methodology, and shift window definition. Constraint
£1 defines a collision between points E and F, which occurs when shifting too early.
Constraint £2defines a collision between points G and H, which occurs when shifting
too late. Constraint £3 defines a tip collision, between points I and J. C is the
horizontal position difference between the two sets of dogteeth. Cmin is the width of
a dogtooth, measured at its widest point. Cm2 is the size of a dogtooth and gap. dgap
is the distance until the tips are in contact, and is used to verify if the criterion defined
by 3 is met. deng is the vertical distance between the widest points on the dogteeth
(which is the distance that determines if a shift is successful based on the £1 and £2
criteria). VH1 is the horizontal velocity of the top dogteeth, andVH2 is the horizontal
velocity of the bottom dogteeth. Inset 1: Speed difference between the dogteeth is VH,

a horizontal vector. Shift actuator velocity Vv acts in the vertical direction. These
sum to create vector V. Inset 2: Shown here is the minimum acceptable engagement
before the dogteeth contact on the sides.
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Shifting and Constraints

The work in the rest of this section refers back to variables which are defined in Fig. 3-

6. A successful shift is defined as follows. The dogteeth cannot collide on a leading

tapered surface. Criterion £1 defines shifting too early, resulting in a collision, where

point E collides with point F, as defined in Fig. 3-6. Criterion £2defines shifting too

late, resulting in a collision, where points G collides with point H. Criterion £2was

created based on the minimum acceptable engagement before dogtooth contact on the

side surface, as shown in Fig. 3-6, Inset 2. Additionally, criterion L3was developed

for a preventing the tips of the dogteeth from colliding.

To avoid any undesired collision event, three constraints can be mathematically

defined as follows:

* Constraint £1: £1 is the constraint to avoid shifting too early (point E col-

liding with F), assuming the top dogtooth starting at a horizontal position C.

Given Cimm (the width of a dogtooth), starting from time zero, tdelay is the time

when shift motion starts (i.e., tdelay accounts for the delay between the com-

manded start at time zero and the actual motion start), teng is the time it takes

to move the actuator a distance deng, and toteng is the total time, including

the delay and engagement. £1 can be expressed as

Cmi 0+ ttot Cflg VHdtCmin < C + 0 °-""Vd

deng= f lv dt (3.10)

ttoteng= teng + tdelay•

It is important to remark that a time delay, tdelay, needs to be taken into ac-

count, as the time between when a shift is triggered and when motion begins is

significant. During this delay time additional horizontal distance is covered by

the dogteeth, which is non-negligible.

Solving the system of equations yields
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1 0 min - VHttot-eng

tot eng- delay (3.11)

£1 : C > Cin - VH ( 7 +tdelay)•

*Constraint L 2 : £2 is the constraint to avoid shifting too late (point G colliding

with H). A similar system of equations as those for £1 are defined such that the

dogteeth have moved together sufficiently before contacting the far side. This

is expressed as

fC < Cmax - Cmin - VHttot eng
£2:

ttoteng - V+ tdelay (3.12)

£2: C Cmax - Cmin - VH + +delay)

whereCmax is the beginning of the next dogtooth.

*Constraint £3: A final criterion must be met for preventing a collision of the

tips of the dogteeth (point I colliding with J). In this case, the total time for

motion is represented as tgap, which is the time to move a vertical distance of

dgap, and the total time including the delay is tot_gap. This criterion can be

represented by

C > -VHttot gap

ttotgap dV +tdelay (3.13)

£3: C -VH ( +tdelay)•
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Plotting criteria £1 throughL3with VHas a function of C (or Counts) results in

the conditions as shown in Fig. 3-7. C is represented in counts as C is the horizontal

position difference of the teeth, and this is measured in magnetic encoder counts.

These criteria can be implemented in real-time. Figure 3-7 represents the shift

window for actuating at 0.223 m/s, the velocity that is tested on the benchtop setup

discussed later in this chapter, and Cm, = 160 counts. Shifting too early is repre-

sented by being left of the shift window, and shifting too late is right of the shift

window. At extreme velocity differences, a shift is not possible and collision of the

dogtooth tips can result, which occurs left of the blue line. By tracking the relative

position of the dogteeth, C, and the velocities of each dogteeth set, VHi andVH2, and

the known constants, the shift algorithm can determine when to shift. As the ratio

of VH to Vv increases, the size of the window during which a shift can be initiated

and complete successfully decreases. Beyond a certain threshold, a successful shift is

impossible. For the parameters shown in Fig. 3-7, the shift window starts to narrow

at a speed difference of 55 RPM and no shift window exists above 66 RPM.

3.3.3 State Machine Function and Shift Logic

To achieve a shift event, the transmission control unit (TCU) is programmed with a

state-machine algorithm, whose sequence of states and transitions defines the specified

procedure. As illustrated in Fig. 3-8, three states (Gear 2, Neutral, Gear 1 - marked

in blue) define the control functions based on the actual position of the shift sleeve,

while three additional states (Disengagement, Synchronization, and Engagement -

marked in green) determine the control actions during the shift event. Based on the

sleeve position, the system is initialized in one of the three blue states.

In Gear 2, the EM provides the torque necessary to accelerate the vehicle or keep

it moving at a constant rate, as commanded by the vehicle or driver. When the shift

event is started (through the LabVIEW interface, or according to the transmission

shift supervisor, on the vehicle), the active state becomes Disengagement and the EM

max torque threshold is progressively reduced (e.g., linearly or exponentially). This
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Tip collision, criterion £3 not satisfied
60

50

Shift late, criterion £2 not satisfi
40

Shift window,
successful shift (all
criteria satisfied)

20

10 Shift early, criterion £1not satisfied

-300 -200
Counts

-100 0 100

Figure 3-7: Shift window for a 0.223 m/s shift actuator velocity. A collision failing L
occurs when left of the red line. An insufficient engagement (failing L 2 ) occurs right
of the black line. Shifting left of the blue line occurs by failing £3. Shifting within the
center area results in a proper shift event with sufficient engagement and no clashing.
The width of the shift window is 16 counts from the magnetic encoders for the size
of the dogteeth used on the experimental setup (a distance of Cmax - 2Cmin).
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Full shift event
command start

Tm

•Piston 2 ON

II Pz',tii I

Figure 3-8: Functioning of the state machine during a full shift event. When a shift
command is sent, the torque from the EM is reduced so a successful shift can proceed.
Next, the shift actuator is fired, moving the shift sleeve into neutral. The torque limit
is restored and speed matching phase commences. The TCU calculates shift windows
and fires the shift actuator when the speed and position are correct for dogtooth
engagement.
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allows for a successful shift out of gear and prevents undesired drivetrain shocks.

When the measured motor torque is below a desired value, piston 1 is turned on,

forcing the sleeve to completely disengage from the second gear dogteeth. Based on

the measured sleeve position, the algorithm passes to state Neutral, in which the max

torque threshold is reset to its original value prior the disengagement.

Then, in Synchronization, the EM adjusts its speed to match the proper speed for

the new gear ratio. To limit the torsional stress on the shaft, the speed is acceler-

ated/decelerated smoothly. As soon as the speed is matched, the controller computes

the optimal shifting window and waits for the position difference of the dogteeth to

be within the shifting window, avoiding possible collisions. When this condition is

met, piston 2 is fired, and the first gear is engaged. When fully engaged, the final

active state is Gear 1.

3.3.4 Sensing Methodology

Continuous knowledge of the dogtooth position is critical to ensure successful shifts.

A traditional optical encoder with a once-per-revolution index pulse is not ideal. If

the number of dogteeth is not evenly divisible by the number of counts of the encoder,

then each tooth will begin at a fractional number of encoder counts. Additionally,

if the car is turned on, the system may not know the gear positions until one full

rotation of the shaft. Errors during operation (such as a missed count) also will

integrate over a full shaft rotation, leading to less accurate position knowledge later

in a rotation.

Alternatively, if an index pulse happens each dogtooth pass, dogtooth position

(count) can be reset for each dogtooth. Relative position can be determined by

subtracting the count values for the set of dogteeth on the shift sleeve, and on the

gear to be engaged. To achieve an index pulse at each pass, features need to be added

to create an index pulse at the same interval as the number of dogteeth.

Magnetic rings have been used in similar applications for sensing speed of rotating

shafts. Magnetic rings are desirable in a transmission, as they can withstand a hot, oil-
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filled, high vibration environment that would damage optical encoders. Additionally,

signal strength does not vary with the passing of a magnet ring as it does with

a reluctance sensor (higher shaft velocities result in higher voltage signal from the

sensor). Magnet rings provided by the company partner have 58 pole pairs, each with

a 5.4 mm pitch (size of the pole pair). Since there are 54 dogteeth, a ring with 54

pole pairs is necessary (Fig. 3-9).

For two shafts which always spin in the forward direction, the difference in position

between the two magnetic encoders (C), which represents the position difference

between the dogteeth, is calculated at time t as

C*(t) = count1(t) - count2(t)

C(t) = C(t)* C*(t) > 0 (3.14)

C*(t) + 160 C*(t) < 0,

where C* is a dummy variable which represents the unwrapped position difference,

counti is the position of one magnetic encoder indexed with the index pulse every

160 counts, and count2 is the position of the second magnetic encoder indexed in the

same fashion. The position of the dogteeth increases from 0 to 160, and resets after

160 when the index pulse occurs.

The condition on negative values is to account for the jump in the position vector

C*, which occurs when individual magnetic encoders pass the index pulse. This can

be demonstrated by considering the case when both encoders move together an equal

distance from a given relative alignment. Once one shaft passes the index pulse, its

count will reset from 160 to zero, and the the difference will jump to a negative value,

even if the relative position between the two encoders is the same. Once the second

shaft passes the index, it will jump back to positive. By adding 160, this jump is

eliminated, resulting in a continuous position difference between the dogteeth. This

position difference can then be used to understand the relative alignment at any point
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Index pulse (count resets)

Sensor position Count1= 140
I;~I-I

Motion

Count2 = 35

!Motion

Relative Position Offset = Count1 - Count2 = 105

Figure 3-9: Two magnetic encoder wheels representing the pair of dogteeth which
will be engaged. Each magnetic ring has 54 pole pairs. Value of count recorded from
the magnetic encoder is reset every index pulse (one pulse per pole pair / dogtooth).
Relative position of the teeth can be determined by subtracting the count of one
magnetic encoder from the count on the other as described in Eq. 3.14. Accounting
for motion of both wheels an equal distance past the index pulse results in a nega-
tive value, so 160 is added to any negative value, resulting in a continuous position
difference value.

in time, and is used to trigger a shift event.

Based on the method and system proposed in the previous two sections, it was

determined that constructing an experimental setup was necessary to validate the

function of the sensing and control scheme. This setup was used to validate the basic

functionality of a two-speed hybrid transmission.
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3.4 Experimental Setup

3.4.1 Overview of Setup

A two-speed shifting setup was built to study gearshifting, and to validate the meth-

ods of speed matching and position tracking for a gearshift (Fig. 3-10). Motor 1

represents the electric motor of the transmission, and Motor 2 represents the vehicle

moving at approximately constant velocity during the shift event. Magnetic rings

were fabricated to track position and speed of the dogteeth in the synchronizer. A

pneumatic actuator is used for actuating the shift fork to change gears.

3.4.2 Sensor Ring Fabrication

Custom magnetic rings were fabricated for this research. Figure 3-11 shows the setup

used to create these rings. The magnetic wheel consists of a machined polycarbonate

inner disk, surrounded by magnetic material, in this case 0.0127 m (0.5 in) wide

refrigerator magnet was used, wrapped and bonded around the polycarbonate wheel

using construction adhesive. A diagonal seam was made where the ends of the wrap

come together to minimize the effect of the seam.

A 40,000 count US Digital optical encoder (H6-10000-IE-S) was used to measure

the rotational position of the ring. A 1 RPM gear motor was used to spin the ring (the

motor was run at minimum voltage possible for motion, achieving significantly less

than 1 RPM). At each desired interval, a hobbyist servo brings a magnet in contact

with the ring to create a north or south field. Several iterations were explored, and

the most successful method involved having a north and south magnet pair contact

the ring, spin a desired (small) amount to create the proper pole pair size, retract

away from the wheel, index to the next pole pair position (a rotation of approximately

4 mm at the circumference), contact the ring, and repeat. The north and south pole

pair magnets were fixtured with a spacer to create a 2 mm pole, with each pair

resulting in a 4 mm pole pair. The whole process to create a wheel takes 20 minutes

for the system to run.
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US Digital 40,000
Count/Rev Encoder

Magnetic Pulse Wheel

)r Neodymium Magnets

Figure 3-11: Setup used to fabricate custom magnetic rings. It consists of a motor,
40,000 count optical encoder, actuator to move neodymium magnets into contact
with the magnet encoder wheel, and a LabVIEW MyRIO to operate the system. To
create a magnetic wheel, the setup moves the neodymium magnets into contact with
the wheel, spins a slight amount to create a pole, retracts, indexes to the next pole
pair, and moves in again. This process repeats 54 times.
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The quality of the sensor ring was verified before installation into the full experi-

mental setup. Data from the AMS encoder (discussed below) and Hall effect sensor

were recorded to measure the accuracy of the wheel. The total error for a sample

wheel was 0.025 mm of circumferencial distance error, or 5% of the backlash between

dogteeth once they are engaged. This accuracy is sufficient for use on the experimen-

tal setup or in a real vehicle. Later magnetic rings showed more error, causing issues

for the functionality of the setup. The details of this, and the solutions are described

in Section 3.5.1.

3.4.3 Magnetic Field Sensing

An AS5304 magnetic Hall effect sensor is used to read the magnetic ring. It uses two

internal Hall effect sensors and advanced data processing to output an ABI encoder

signal, with 160 counts per magnetic pole pair (4 mm), and an index pulse at the

edge of every pole pair. While two Hall effect sensors could be implemented to read

the position of the magnet wheel, this chip performs much of the necessary signal and

data processing, resulting in a digital output signal that can be read with LabVIEW

hardware. This greatly simplifies the experimental setup.

AMS has several form factors for magnetic encoders. The first type uses a radially

magnetized magnet on the end of a shaft and can determine shaft position. The second

uses a round disk magnet with multiple poles, and the sensor reads on the axial face

of the disk. While the AS5304 is traditionally used for linear motion, wrapping a disk

with magnetic poles allows for reading on the radial face of a disk, the desired form

factor for implementation in the transmission.

3.4.4 Installation Flexibility

Using magnet rings and this magnetic sensing strategy with equal number of magnetic

poles as dogteeth is beneficial, since no reference feature or alignment pin is needed

for proper installation of the magnet rings, greatly simplifying transmission manufac-

turing. Instead, the car can learn the position of the magnet rings with respect to the
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physical dogteeth. When the car leaves the manufacturing line, the synchronizer will

engage with one of the gears. Recording the position difference between the dogteeth

gives the engaged magnet alignment value. Backlash between the dogteeth can also

be measured using this method. This process will be repeated for the second gear,

and the values will be stored in memory. When a car is preparing to shift, the algo-

rithm will use the magnet alignment value stored in memory and determine when to

initiate the shift based on the RPM difference such that proper engagement occurs.

This process is performed on the experimental setup in a similar manner.

3.4.5 Motors

Two Teknic Clearpath CPM-MCVC-3421S-RLS motors were used for the experimen-

tal setup. These motors were selected for their high torque and lower speed (as

extremely high speeds are not necessary for the bench setup). Additionally, they are

ready to ship, low cost, are easily configured through a graphical user interface, and

include integrated motor drivers within the motor body, so only need a control logic

signal and 72 V power supply.

A benefit for the Clearpath motor/controller series is the ability to simultaneously

control torque and speed for the motor independently. A PWM signal can be sent

to control the closed loop motor speed, and a second signal can be configured to act

as a torque limit for the motor. If the torque limit is decreased below the torque

required for the speed set point, the motor will slow down and follow the torque limit

command, hence behaving in a closed loop torque fashion. This method of operation

is critical, as the motor must rapidly switch between speed and torque mode during

a gearshift. The details about this control scheme are discussed in Section 3.4.10.

3.4.6 Actuator

A stacked pneumatic piston system was implemented on the setup, as depicted in

Fig. 3-12. Pneumatic pistons were used due to the relatively low force requirements

for the benchtop setup and their simplicity for implementing in the lab. Hydraulics
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are used in vehicles to achieve high force for rapid speed synchronization, but are

more complicated, and unnecessary for this benchtop experiment.

Two pistons were used: piston 1 shifts from 2nd gear to neutral, and piston 2 shifts

from neutral to 1st gear. The piston 2 is mounted on a slider moved by piston 1. For a

shift event, piston 1 actuates, traveling to its extended position hardstop and moving

the shift sleeve to neutral. During this motion, air is supplied in piston 2 to keep it in

the retracted position and prevent motion of this piston. Once in neutral, the piston

2 retract port, which keeps the piston from moving, is depressurized. Keeping the

piston 1 valve on means pressure remains high, keeping it extended. When a shift is

triggered, piston 2 turns on, causing it to extend.

Using two stacked pistons is an inexpensive and simple method to achieve three-

position motion. While three-position pistons are available, they are typically custom

made, more expensive, and less flexible if motion length needs change [53]. Linear

motors could be used, but for high power density they are expensive and more difficult

to control.

3.4.7 Controller

A National Instruments (NI) CompactRIO (cRIO) 9042 was used to control the

benchtop setup, replicating the vehicle's TCU. LabVIEW was implemented to record

data and control the system. Recording signals from the optical encoders was im-

plemented on the field programmable gate array (FPGA) on the cRIO, which was

utilized due to the high data rate from the encoders (sampling frequency 40 MHz).

Furthermore, the controller records, at lower rate (1 kHz) the measured shift sleeve

position, the overall piston force, and the motors' speed and torque.

Additionally, the TCU is used to control the actuators in order to manage the

shift event. To this end, given a desired wheel speed, the controller defines the speed

and torque setpoints for the car's EM, as well as the shift sleeve position through the

two stacked pistons.
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Piston 2
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Figure 3-12: Three states of the dual pneumatic piston shift system. In the first
and second states, pressurized air (shown in blue) is present in piston 2, keeping it
retracted. This is necessary to prevent the inertia of the shift fork to cause piston 2 to
extend when piston 1 hits the hard stop at its end of travel into the neutral position.
Once the system is shifted into neutral and motion has stopped, pressurized air is
removed from the retract side of piston 2. When ready to engage 1st, air is and added
to the extend side, causing piston 2 to extend. Piston 1 remains pressurized after it
moves so it does not get pushed back after the initial move from 2nd to neutral.
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3.4.8 Electronics

Custom PCBs were designed for fabrication by JLCPCB for inclusion in the setup.

Each board is designed to plug into the top of a module in the CompactRio. For

controlling the motors, an NI 9401 module is used, which can write a PWM signal for

controlling the motors. Two 9 pin D-sub connectors are used for the motors, which

have 8 connection leads each. Inputs to the motor include enable, speed, and torque.

The motor outputs a signal, which can be configured as desired, which was selected

to output motor torque. This signal is jumped to another NI 9401 module.

This board contains two ICs. A bus transceiver (TI SN74AHC245N) is used for

the signals which drive the motor. This converts the 3.3 V, 1 mA signal from the

9401 module into a 5 V, 7 mA signal needed to drive the opto-isolators within the

motor driver. The motor is designed in this manner to create electrical isolation

between the power circuitry and the controller. One signal from each motor is read

by LabVIEW. The motor is configured to output its torque value, in the form of

a PWM (pulse width modulation) signal where the duty cycle indicates the torque

value. A Schimtt trigger (TI SN74HC14N) is used for cleaning the motor output

signal. When viewed with an oscilloscope, noise was present within the square wave

signal, leading to errors when evaluating the duty cycle (and therefore the torque

value) within LabVIEW. Adding this Schmitt trigger cleans the signal, outputting a

high signal when the voltage exceeds 3.3 V, and low when the signal is below 1.6 V.

A physical switch was added inline with the motor enable signal. Either disabling

the enable button on LabVIEW or physically flipping the switch will disable the

motor.

A second NI 9401 module is used for reading the encoder pulses and motor torque

value. After the motor signal is processed by the Schmitt trigger, it passes to the

second 9401 PCB to be read. The magnetic encoders generate three digital signals.

A, B, and Index. These signals pass over RJ45 cables (designed for high data rates)

and directly into LabVIEW for processing.

Custom boards for the AMS5304 encoder IC were designed. These boards allow
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for proper positioning of the sensor within 1 mm of the magnet rings. Previously

used sensor breakout boards interfered with the gear teeth, and while they could

be positioned at an angle to read the single, were unacceptably far away from the

magnetic ring.

An NI 9381 module is used for control of the solenoid valves, reading analog input

from the shift actuator position sensor and force gauge, and auxiliary functions. To

measure position, a Celesco SP1-4 string potentiometer was used. This gives position

with an accuracy of 0.047 inches and was selected for its ease of implementation within

the test setup. An Omega LC111-100 load cell, and Tacuna Systems EMBSGB200

amplifier were used for measuring shift force.

3.4.9 Signal Processing

One of the key elements of shift strategy is the very precise knowledge of the position

and speed of the two sets of dogteeth. Position is directly measured with a fine

resolution magnetic encoder sampled at high rate, resulting in an accurate, direct

measurement. On the contrary, speed is indirectly estimated with a backward Euler

approach. This operation is often subject to large periodic disturbances as illustrated

in Fig. 3-13 [54, 55]. Performance would be significantly affected by a conservative

design of the control strategy if this issue were not tackled a priori.

Filtering the estimated speed with a small bandwidth, low-pass filter, the most

obvious choice in these situations, would lead to poor performance due to the sig-

nificant phase lag [54, 55]. Further, by inspecting a section of the signal, at steady

state, it is rather evident that noise is periodic and at frequencies proportional to the

rotational speed (Fig. 3-13).

A first-order, low-pass filter aims to attenuate high-frequency components (bottom-

left block, in Fig. 3-14). The filter's bandwidth is set to 200 Hz, smoothing out the

signal from instrumental noise at high frequency (higher than the fastest dynamics

needed to be tracked). On the contrary, a second first-order, low-pass filter is used to

estimate the low-varying components of the rotational speed. To this end, the filter
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Figure 3-13: An analysis of the frequency content reveals the noise amplitudes are
multiples of the main harmonic of the rotational speed (70 Hz).

cut-off frequency is set to 5 Hz, the main harmonic of the signal.

A series of notch filters are used to smooth out the resonances at frequencies

multiple of the main harmonic. A notch filter is an ideal choice for resonances at

specific frequencies. The notch filtering can be represented by

2 2

F(s, w) = " , (3.15)
s2 + 2(Ws+ n2

where F(s, Wn) is the transfer function of the notch filter, w is the speed estimate

from the first low pass filter, and ( is the damping factor. The only tuning parameter

for the notch filters is the damping factor (, which determines the smoothness of the

signals and the phase-lag. In the current configuration, ( is set to 0.2. Due to the low-

varying rotational speed, which is used to tune the notch filter harmonic, the overall

structure can be adaptive with respect to different operating frequencies. This is ideal

for online, real-time, applications. By implementing the filtering strategy described,

the filtered signal can retain most of the original content limiting the phase lag, as

seen in Fig. 3-15. Additionally, due to the adaptive structure of the notch filter, a
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Low Pass Filter Filter Wf
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Filter Instrument Series of notch
Noise filters to remove

resonances

Figure 3-14: A schematic of the adaptive notch filtering strategy adopted to filter the
estimated rotational speed from the encoders. Wb is the unfiltered speed as measured
from the encoders, n is a series of notch filters, at multiples of the main harmonic,
w is the frequency used for positioning the notch filters, F(s,wn) is the transfer
function for a notch filter as shown in Eq. 3.15, and wf is the filtered speed signal.
The strategic synergy of the low-pass and notch filters allows for a smoothed estimate
while minimizing the phase lag, which is crucial as the speed of the two shafts can
change quickly.

signal can be obtained without significant manual tuning of filter parameters, which

would never be optimal for the variety of regimes in which the filter is designed to

work.

3.4.10 Testing Procedure

To achieve a full shift event on the benchtop, careful planning for how to control the

motors was required. A full shift event is shown in Fig. 3-16. When accelerating the

car, motor 2 on the setup (represented by "wheel speed") was commanded to run at a

constant speed and was given a larger gain for maintaining the speed setpoint. Thus,

this motor is unlikely to change speed even if motor 1 (represented by "motor") tries

to accelerate the system. This is what occurs in a real car, as the electric motor tries
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Figure 3-15: A comparison between a low-pass filter only strategy (top) and the
adaptive notch filtering strategy (bottom) showing the reduced phase-lag achieved by
implementing notch filters.
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Figure 3-16: Functionality of the benchtop setup during a full upshift event. This
figure details how the motors on the setup are controlled to replicate the behavior of
a real vehicle. Values shown are representative of the functionality, but are not exact
and not to scale. When driving in 2nd gear, the motor is operating in torque mode.
Torque is reduced to allow for a shift into neutral. Next, speed matching commences
to bring the motor to the proper speed for the new ratio. During this process, the
system is monitoring the position and velocity of the dogteeth. A shift is completed
when speed and position are within the desired bounds for a successful shift. From
there, the setup can continue accelerating in torque mode.

to accelerate the vehicle, which without significant outside forces will remain at the

same velocity due to its large inertia. The higher gain term is representative of the

large inertia of the car moving forward at a roughly constant velocity.

To achieve a torque through the synchronizer, which would be present when the

motor is accelerating the vehicle, motor speed will be commanded to a higher value

than the wheel speed. This is similar to stepping on the accelerator pedal, as by

doing so, a driver is setting a higher desired motor speed setpoint, which the car may

eventually accelerate to reach. During this phase, the setup is operating in torque

mode.
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When a shift event is initiated, the motor must decrease torque so the synchro can

disengage from 1st gear. On the benchtop setup, this is implemented by decreasing

the torque limit on motor 1. The velocity of this motor is set based on the gear ratio

and the speed of motor 2 (the vehicle), so during torque decrease the speed does

not change. Once the desired torque value is reached, a shift to neutral is triggered,

and motion of the piston commences. Additionally, the desired speed is set to the

actual speed (as opposed to the previously higher speed setpoint) and torque limit is

restored, as a limit is no longer needed.

During the speed control phase of the gearshift, when the setup is in neutral,

the speed of motor 1 is decreased to the proper speed for engaging 2nd gear. This

speed change can happen as quickly as desired, with the maximum rate limited by the

available motor torque and inertia of the transmission shaft that is changing speed.

As the speed continues to decrease and approaches the proper speed for 2nd gear,

the controller is constantly monitoring two criteria to initiate a shift event. First,

the speed difference must be less than a set value. This threshold can be changed as

desired for each test event. Second, the dogteeth must be aligned. When both events

are true, a shift can be triggered.

As the shift even occurs, the setup constantly records speed and position data

for analysis and comparison to the model. From this, the speed at which the shift

event is triggered and the path the dogteeth follow during the engagement can be

obtained. These data are used for verification of the shift algorithm, and alterations

to the model if necessary.

3.5 Results and Discussion

The benchtop setup can successfully perform a full shift event based on speed dif-

ference and dogtooth alignment shift criteria parameters entered into the LabVIEW

front panel. Starting from neutral a shift event proceeds as follows. First, the system

initiates speed matching, accelerating the electric motor to the proper speed for a
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Figure 3-17: The teeth making contact on the front side of the backlash. This is the
method used to calculate the magnet ring offset by comparing the count value (C)
measured in LabVIEW to the value C

new gear ratio. During this time, the system is tracking the speed and the position

of the dogteeth using the magnetic encoders. Once both are within the desired shift

criteria, a shift is triggered. A delay exists from triggering the shift until motion

begins. After the delay, the shift sleeve moves and engages the new gear ratio.

In order to determine the offset of the magnetic rings with respect to the dogteeth

(as described in Section 3.4.4), the dogteeth are engaged, and the count difference is

recorded. This is the value when the teeth are engaged, and touching on the front

side of the backlash as seen in Fig. 3-17. A magnet position offset is entered into

the code to account for the disagreement between the recorded count difference and

the value used in the framework (Cm) in Fig. 3-6. This process acts to shift the

coordinate system into alignment with this framework, where count = 0 corresponds

to the teeth being directly aligned tip to tip.

Next, the desired shift RPM is selected and the shift window (counts) can be

entered into the code using Fig. 3-7. While the equations for the shift window can

be programmed into the real-time controller, it was left as a manual input for ease of

testing and debugging. The shift window can be entered to achieve a successful shift,

or can be selected to understand the implications of an early or late shift.
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Because the magnetic encoder values must be recorded quickly, the alignment

is determined on the LabVIEW FPGA. The magnetic encoder values change 8640

times per rotation of each shaft (due to the 8640 counts of the magnetic encoder per

revolution). At 7000 RPM, count will change at 1 MHz, so the real-time control loop

to process the count values runs faster than 2 MHz.

Speed is estimated on the real-time processor side of the LabVIEW code. This is

calculated by a reverse Euler approach (counting the number of counts over a specific

period of time). The speed is filtered to reduce noise in the signal, as described in

Section 3.4.9, and the filtered signal is used within the shift controller.

Accurate real-time measurement of the position of the dogteeth is critical to en-

suring a successful shift, as the window for when a successful shift can be triggered

is small. When the teeth are engaged and the system is driving under constant pos-

itive torque (preventing backlash in the dogteeth from being displayed) the position

difference should be a constant value as the shafts rotate together. On the benchtop

setup, a position error exists in the custom fabricated magnet rings. The maximum

magnitude of this error is 18.75% of the distance from one dogtooth to the next (a

value of 30 counts), which is approximately two times the width of the available shift

window to prevent tooth clashing. While this makes validating the functionality of

the bench setup more difficult, a high-speed camera was implemented to determine

the error and validate the functionality through post-processing and analysis of the

data. The details of this method are discussed below.

3.5.1 Validation of Benchtop Functionality

To validate the benchtop setup functionality, two different aspects must be tested.

First, the shift logic system must be able to shift at a commanded time. The logic

of the system commands a shift when the speed is in a desired range, and when the

position of the dogteeth is aligned properly for a successful engagement, based on the

model presented in the physics shifting model section (Section 3.3.2). Second, the

system must move through the predicted trajectory, resulting in a successful engage-
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ment with no undesired tooth clashing. While in the real vehicle these will occur

simultaneously, due to error in the magnet rings (explained above), these processes

were validated individually.

Step 1: Validation of Shift System Logic

To validate that the shift system is functioning as desired, tests were performed to

ensure that the setup triggers a shift properly when the values for speed and position

match the commanded setpoints. Typically, a speed threshold is set (shift when speed

difference is less than 5 RPM for instance) and the alignment is proper (shift when

count is between 30 and 46). Alignment is measured on the FPGA. Any time the

alignment is within range, a boolean true value is sent to the real-time LabVIEW

processor. If this value is out of range, a false value is sent to the real-time system.

In the real-time code, the speed signal is filtered and compared to the speed setpoint.

The shift logic is also implemented in the real-time portion of the code. When both

values are true, the system should shift.

Validating this portion of the system is straightforward. Manually moving in

time through the recorded data and checking when the shift criteria for speed and

position are both met leads to a moment when the system should trigger a shift,

which corresponds to the first time both speed and alignment are within the desired

bounds. By reviewing the data saved during a shift, the time when the shift event is

triggered can be overlaid on the speed and position graph. If the shift is triggered at

the first moment when the values were both in range, then the system is functioning

as anticipated.

Review of the recorded system data (as shown in Figs. 3-18 - 3-20) measured from

the magnet rings for a characteristic shift event reveals this to be the case. First,

speed difference is compared to the setpoint. When this is in range, the position

alignment is compared to the setpoint. Once both are in range, a shift is triggered.

Several shift events demonstrated that when the system should have commanded a

shift, it did so successfully in the next iteration of the clock in the real-time LabVIEW
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Figure 3-18: Speed difference for this shift event was entered into the the LabVIEW

controller as 0 to -10 RPM, as shown in green. The speed difference was first in range

at time 12.589 seconds, as marked by the black vertical line.

code side, transitioning into the next phase of the shift event.

Step 2: Validation of Physics

A shift is triggered when the speed and position meet the shift criteria. Once a shift

event is triggered a delay will occur, during which the solenoid valve will open and

air will rush into the pneumatic piston. Once the pressure is sufficiently high, the

piston will begin to move, initiating the motion phase. The shift is complete once the

piston has moved to a fully engaged position, which either results in a successful shift

(where the dogteeth mesh together perfectly) or a clash (where the dogtooth make

contact on the front surface of the teeth as they come together).

Modeling the physics of the delay and motion is relatively straightforward, as

during the delay and motion phase, it is assumed that the speed difference between

the dogteeth that are engaging together remains constant, and that the actuator

moves with constant velocity. By solving the vector motion for these two velocities,

a shift window can be calculated as is done for Fig. 3-7. Even with more complex
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Dogtooth Position
Setpoint (green)

12.57 12.575 12.58
Time (s)

N
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Figure 3-19: Position difference for this shift event was entered into the the LabVIEW
controller as 1 to 17 counts, as shown in green. The position difference at time 12.589
seconds (as marked by the black line) was in bounds, so a shift event should trigger
since speed and position are correct.
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Figure 3-20: The trigger event (a transition from a value of 0 to 1) is recorded in
LabVIEW, and occurs at time 12.590 seconds, one clock cycle after both speed and
position were within bounds (which occurred at 12.589 seconds, as marked by the
black line).

motion, as long as the delay and motion are repeatable, a simple physics model can be

created to describe the motion, which can be implemented on the real-time controller

to determine the shift window.

Experimentally validating this result is more difficult, as up to 30 count error exists

in the position. Several methods were discussed to determine the actual position. In

real-time, an observer control scheme could be implemented to reduce the error from

the magnet rings, as the error manifests as high frequency changes in velocity, which

occur at a frequency higher than the dynamics of the system. When considering the

position recorded by the system, the slope of the position curve gives velocity. Sudden

changes in slope can be viewed in the data, which are created by errors in the magnet

rings. By implementing an observer on the position, based on the current velocity,

the position signal could be corrected in real-time. This would eliminate the high

frequency position change event and smooth the position signal, correcting this error.

This method could be implemented on the system, and would help reduce the effect
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of magnet ring errors, allowing the system to function even with sub-optimal magnet

ring accuracy.

Similarly, the data could be post-processed to understand the position of the

teeth from the encoder signal in the same manner that could be implemented in

the observer. This can be implemented after a test has been performed. While the

initial steps for performing this method were investigated, it was abandoned for more

straightforward solutions, discussed next.

An Edgertronic SCI high-speed camera was implemented to directly observe the

position of the dogteeth during a shift event. A series of engagement event tests were

performed. For these tests, speed difference threshold ranged from 5 to 25 RPM. Each

test was recorded with the high-speed camera at 8000 FPS. The high-speed footage

was visually inspected to determine if each test was successful. Tests were grouped

into five categories: very early, slightly early, successful, slightly late, and very late

(Fig. 3-21).

The timestamp for the shift trigger was recorded in LabVIEW. Motion initiation

and motion conclusion were recorded from analysis of the data from linear position

sensor on the shift actuator. From visual inspection of the high-speed video, the

frames associated with motion initiation begin and motion conclusion were selected.

By aligning and scaling the different time vectors, the frame when the shift was

triggered can be calculated, and is accounted for in the model which calculates shift

windows.

Based on this time analysis, the position of the dogteeth at the shift triggered time

(before the motion delay) was determined by measurement of the dogteeth position

on the high-speed camera frame. This corrects for position error of the magnet rings,

and is used as the physical position of the teeth when the shift event is initiated. The

uncertainty in making this measurement from the frame when motion begins isH+-

3 counts of position difference from the magnetic encoder.

To determine the speed when the motion began, two values were compared. The

recorded speed signal from the magnet rings was used as a baseline value, but phase-
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Figure 3-21: Twenty tests were performed and recorded with the methods described.
The shift window is shown, with shifts left of the shift window resulting in a shift that
is too early, and right of the shift window resulting in a shift that is too late. Each test
was positioned on the chart by the position of the teeth when the shift was triggered
(from the proper frame from the high-speed video), and the average of the high-speed
camera and magnet ring velocity when motion began. Uncertainty on the exact speed
and position recorded has been included, and the size of the errors bars plotted is
described in the text in the Validation of Physics section. Tests were grouped based on
if high-speed video inspection revealed an early clash, successful test with no clash, or
a late clash. As would be predicted by the model, tests initiated in the left portion of
the shift too early zone, farther away from the shift window, were generally observed
in high speed video to be very early (red points). Similarly, slightly early tests are
generally in the right portion of the shift too early zone (magenta points). Good tests
(blue) are all clustered at or very near to the shift window. Slightly late tests are
expected in the left portion of the shift too late zone, which was observed, and very
late tests were generally initiated in the right portion of the shift too late zone. Based
on this testing performed, the shift window is predictive of when to shift, and there
is a good agreement between the model for shift motion and the motion that occurs
on the benchtop setup.
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lag due to real-time filtering and the magnet ring errors could potentially cause issues

with the reported value. Based on analysis of the maximum variation in speed ob-

served from these data, the uncertainty on the value recorded is +/- 5 RPM.

Using Tracker motion tracking software [56], the velocity of the teeth was calcu-

lated for the moments before the shift event. Comparing the speed difference from

the high-speed camera data and the filtered speed from the magnetic encoder shows

good agreement between both values (difference of 2.36 +/- 1.72 RPM). All veloci-

ties recorded by the high-speed camera were within the uncertainty for the magnet

ring speed. The uncertainty for the high speed camera data was +/- 4.28 RPM, and

was calculated by finding the maximum observed drift between the position of the

dogtooth tip, and the location the motion tracking software assigned as the tip from

frame to frame.

Since both the speed value from the magnet sensors and the high-speed camera

have uncertainty, and both are mean centered distributions, they can be averaged to

produce a new distribution, centered at the mean with a lower RPM error (where the

quadrature of the error for both trials is computed and used as the new error). Doing

so yields an uncertainty of +/- 3.29 RPM, shown as vertical error bars in Fig. 3-21.

Reviewing the data shows that the shift window model is a good predictor of if

a shift will be successful. From the bad shift events which were visually categorized,

very early shifts generally fall in the left section of the shift too early zone. Early

shifts tend to be in the right portion of the shift too early zone, and slightly late

tend to be in the left portion of the shift too late zone. Very late shifts tend to be

in the right portion of the shift too late zone, as expected. Good tests are clustered

around the shift window, as expected. Two good shifts lie just outside of the shift

window, and one slightly late test lies just within the shift window. This result can

be explained due to the uncertainty in speed and position, as shown by the error bars

on the plot. These points were likely just inside, or just outside of the shift window,

respectively, but errors in measurement resulted in a slight mismatch between the

position on the chart and the result as viewed in the high-speed video. A shift of
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less than 1 RPM vertically for each of these points will move them into the proper

zone, a move of < 1/3 of the RPM uncertainty. In general, given the issues with the

setup and difficulty of accurately recording and saving position and speed, the results

shown in Fig 3-21 are very promising.

From this analysis, it is clear that the model developed to predict shift windows can

be used to accurately predict the shift windows for the experimental setup. This model

considers every aspect of a shift immediately after the event is triggered, including

the time delay, actuator motion, and speed difference during the engagement event.

Putting together the validation of the benchtop setup functionality described in

step 1 and step 2 demonstrates the full functionality of the shift method described

in this work. Even with significant position error recorded from the magnet rings,

the system can successfully trigger a shift at the proper time, and with proper initial

alignment and speed difference, the shift will complete successfully, validating the

full shift method. Replacing the magnet rings with high quality magnet rings (com-

mercially available when purchased in larger quantities) will enable shifting using this

method, as accurate position will be measured with the magnetic sensors in real-time.

3.5.2 Scaling to Full Vehicle

To scale this work to a full vehicle, the modeling methods applied here could be used.

A new shift window would be developed based on the dynamics of the actuation

(delay until motion and motion profile). This, in addition to the speed matching

behavior of the electric motor described in Section 3.3.1, would be the key elements

to experimentally validate for a production vehicle, to enable implementation of the

speed matching and position tracking shift system described in this thesis.

3.5.3 Further Applications

The work described in this chapter can be applied to a variety of different vehicle

architectures any time a clutch is not present between the motor and gearbox. For

instance, designing a shifting system for a multi-speed all electric vehicle would face
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similar challenges. Additionally, an electric axle (eAxle) would greatly benefit from

a similar shifting system, as there are benefits of having multiple gear ratios, but

fitting a clutch in a small eAxle would reduce available space for the electric motor [8].

Finally, in instances where the electric motor needs to disconnect from the drivetrain,

similar processes can be used for coupling and decoupling the electric motor by using a

dog clutch, which can be physically smaller than a comparably rated frictional clutch

[33]. In 2008, Tesla worked on designs for a two speed gearbox for the Telsa Roadster.

It was thrown out due to issues with durability, efficiency, and cost [57]. This work

is directly related to systems that could have been implemented in the original Tesla

Roadster as well.

3.6 Conclusions

In this work, the design for a novel, two-speed hybrid transmission system was pre-

sented. Two gear ratios are beneficial, with the lower gear ratio for high torque and

a higher ratio for power assist up to full vehicle speed. To validate the functional-

ity of the shift system, an experimental shifting setup was designed and built. Speed

matching with the electric motor was modeled and demonstrated, validating the speed

matching system needed for changing ratios on a production two-speed hybrid unit.

Additionally, the experimental apparatus can sense the position and speed of the

dogteeth in real-time, making decisions when to shift to achieve a successful dogtooth

engagement without clashing.

Using the methods described, shift events are faster than possible with a friction

synchro alone. Active speed matching by the electric motor brings it to the proper

speed for the new ratio, which occurs more quickly than if relying on friction alone

for speed synchronization. An additional benefit from active speed matching is that

a lower force, higher speed actuator can be used, reducing the time for the motion

portions of a shift event. Finally, guaranteeing tooth alignment can allow for faster

firing of the shift sleeve into gear without a need to potentially reduce the speed due
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to unacceptable noise from a collision event.

With the shift methods described, the friction elements from a traditional synchro-

nizer can be eliminated, leaving only the dogteeth, and resulting in a size reduction for

the synchronizer. Smaller synchronizers means the transmission can be lighter, and

also shorter in length, allowing for shorter wheelbase performance vehicles. Addition-

ally, the position tracking system we describe in this work, which ensures dogtooth

alignment, can enable new dogtooth and synchronizer designs in the future [58].

The components found in a typical AMT are nearly identical to those on a tra-

ditional manual transmission. Little has been done to change the design accounting

for the benefits of hydraulic actuation and a transmission control unit. This work

seeks to expand upon the design of traditional transmissions, and explore potential

benefits with enhanced sensing and actuation. In the future, different types of shift

actuators (such as a solenoid or voice coil actuator) could be implemented, and new

geometries with decreased mass can be designed for even higher velocities and faster

shift events.

Appendix 3A

The potential failure modes during speed matching were analyzed to understand how

accurately speeds must be matched before position tracking and engagement can

proceed. While it is expected that noise considerations are more likely to govern

this speed criteria, these values are typically determined experimentally within a

test vehicle. Here, an analysis was performed to investigate dogtooth strength as a

function of speed difference to ensure the dogteeth will not break upon impact if a

speed error is present.

Solving this system involves analyzing a set of springs in series, including the teeth

and shafts. This analysis is a worst-case scenario, with the far end of the shaft held

fixed in the model and the rotating mass engaging with the dogteeth on the free end;

in reality the stress in the teeth will be lower.
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The total energy stored in a series of linear springs (Ete0 ) as a results of impact

by an object of mass m moving at velocity v can be expressed by

Etot = --mv2 = Ei + E2 + E3 , (3.16)
2

where Ei, E2, and E3 represent the energy stored in each spring. Substituting

1 2Ei = kiz and F = kizi, (3.17)
2 z

where ki is the spring constant for each spring, x is the deflection for each spring,

and F is the force to achieve a given deflection, for Ei through E3 and solving for F

yields

F1= mv 2k1k2k3
k1 k 2 +k 1 k3 +k2 k3  (3.18)

Energy Er for a rotational mass can be written as

Er = -J12, (3.19)
2

where I is mass moment of inertia, and w is the speed difference between the two

colliding objects. This results in the following for the torsion case with an applied

torque T,

Iw2 k1 k2k3
T =Wkkk (3.20)k1 k2 +k 1 k3 + k2 k3 (

To find energy storage in a dogtooth, we need to model the tooth as a beam that

can bend and shear. Figure 3-22 shows the deflection of the tooth for an applied

force. Using Castigliano's Theorem, we can solve for deflection of a tooth at the tip

6 from bending and shear in the linear direction, giving

6 = du = (L - x) + F dx. (3.21)
dF 0 1 EI GAI
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Figure 3-22: A dogtooth under an applied force F, which will cause it to bend and
shear.

Here L is the height of a tooth, F is the applied force, E is the Young's Modulus

of the material, I is the moment of inertia of the tooth in bending, G is the shear

modulus, and A is the cross sectional area of the tooth. Solving yields

FL3 FL

3EI GA
(3.22)

To convert this linear stiffness into a rotary stiffness, we can start with the defi-

nition of torque,

T = Fr, (3.23)

where force F is applied to a dogtooth at a radius r from the shaft center, which is

the radial location of the teeth. Equation 3.23 can be substituted into the equation

for a torsional spring constant kt,

T
a

(3.24)

Using the spring constant for a linear spring constant k,
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k
F

(3.25)

and rearranging Eqns. 3.23-3.25 yields

kt = kr2 . (3.26)

From this relation and the equation for the deflection of the teeth (Eqn. 3.22), the

torsional stiffness kt for each individual tooth can be calculated as

= 3EIGAr
2

L3GA + 3LEI
(3.27)

From here, the torsional stiffness of the shafts ktorsionshaf t can be calculated using

T
ktorsion shaft= - ae

where twist angle a can be written as

LsT
JG

Combining Eqns. 3.28 and 3.29 yields

JG
ktorsion_shaft = L.

(3.28)

(3.29)

(3.30)

The torsional stiffnesses can then be substituted into Eq. 3.20 to find T. The shear

stress, r, can be calculated using

Tr
r = .

(3.31)

Using the Tresca failure criteria, the shear stress at failure (rmax) can be compared

to the yield stress using

Tmax =2--"-,2
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to determine if a shaft will fail.

To analyze if the teeth with fail, we need to understand the state of stress in the

teeth due to shear and bending. The force at the teeth given a torque in the system

can be found using

T
F =-. (3.33)

r

For shear stress ax,
F F

-xy A- , (3.34)A et'

where A is the cross sectional area of a tooth, e is the thickness of the tooth in the

direction of bending and t is the width. For bending stress, o-,

O My FLt
I - . (3.35)I 2I

From this, we can find the Von Mises stress using

o-vm = r + 3, (3.36)

which can be compared to the yield stress to see if the teeth fail.

Using an inertia five times the inertia of the electric motor, for the geometry of

the dogteeth in this transmission and a speed difference of 30 RPM, 3.25 teeth are

needed to carry the impact load, assuming all energy is stored in the dogteeth and

shaft, with no change in speed occurring in the shaft. Since there are 54 dogteeth

on the synchronizer, the strength of the teeth does not limit the acceptable speed

difference for an engagement event.

With imperfectly manufactured dogteeth, the force from impact could transfer into

a single tooth causing it to deflect and yield before making contact with additional

teeth. To verify if this can occur, we can use Von Mises to find the force applied to

yield. Substituting o- and o-2 into Von Mises and solving for the force to yield F,

given that the Von Mises stress is equal to the yield stress (oyield) results in
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2/42 e2t2

F = oield L2t 2 + 3 (3.37)

We can then substitute this force into Eqn. 3.21. From the geometry of the

teeth and force applied, the deflection to yield is 1.80 x 10- m (0.0007 inches). As

the dogteeth are ground to final shape, it is reasonable to expect high dimensional

accuracy. Before a deflection of this distance, multiple dogteeth would likely be in

contact, reducing the force and preventing yield of a single tooth.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions

The work in this thesis has focused on the design of transmissions for high-performance

hybrid vehicles. The goal of this work is to consider the marriage of performance (ac-

celeration and top speed) and efficiency (fuel economy) in a single vehicle, a combi-

nation that is difficult to achieve, due to competing requirements. By considering the

system functionality of the elements in the propulsion system, a novel framework for

hybrid vehicle design is presented. Using this framework, two clutchless hybrid archi-

tectures were developed. Additionally, an in-depth study of a novel, two-speed hybrid

system for integration into existing transmissions is presented. All three architectures

share similar elements of design and functionality, with the clutchless architectures

requiring the use of speed matching which is described in detail and validated for the

two-speed system. Additionally, the position tracking work described for the two-

speed system can also be implemented into either clutchless architecture, leading to

improved, faster gearshifts.

In Chapter 2, a framework for considering the design of hybrid vehicles is pre-

sented. To use this framework, elements in the transmission are put on a chart. The

key vehicle functionality, both for propulsion and auxiliary are added, and connections

are made between elements and their functionality. With the addition of an electric

motor, some elements are made unnecessary since they only contribute functionality

that is redundant with the electric motor.
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Using this framework, a two-motor clutchless hybrid architecture is developed.

This architecture has all of the necessary functionality for a high performance vehicle,

and utilizes speed matching and torque filling with the two electric motors present.

It has the ability to pre-spool the turbocharger, with one motor acting as a load on

the turbo before vehicle launch on ICE power.

Since two motors adds significant weight and volume to the vehicle, a second, single

motor dual shaft clutchless architecture is developed. This architecture can achieve

nearly identical functionality to the two-motor concept, with two key differences. It

can simultaneously drive in different gear ratios, one for the EM and another for the

ICE, a benefit over the two-motor architecture. It suffers from the lack of a drive

and charge mode however, requiring the use of clever recharging strategies during

stop-and-go traffic. The analysis provided validates the charging concept presented,

demonstrating that the battery will never fully deplete.

In Chapter 3, a two-speed hybrid system is explored in depth. This architecture

has a two-speed gearbox on the output of a single electric motor. There is insufficient

space for a friction clutch between the motor and gearbox, making shifting gears

more challenging than with a traditional gearshift using a friction synchronizer. Large

inertias are present on both sides of the two-speed system's synchro, necessitating the

speed match functionality of the electric motor. Using speed matching has benefits

to shift time overall. By active speed matching, the shift pistons can be designed

for high velocity, as the need for high force to achieve fast speed synchronization

is no longer necessary. In addition, by tracking the position of the dogteeth, faster

gearshifts are achievable.

To achieve and validate a speed matching, position tracking shift system, a ex-

perimental prototype was built. This system uses custom developed position sensors

to measure the position and speed of the dogteeth in a synchronizer. The setup can

perform a full shift event including the following steps: a torque zeroing event, shift to

neutral, speed match for the new gear ratio, position track, and engage upon proper

speed matching and dogtooth alignment. The shift method described was validated
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experimentally, demonstrating speed matching and position tracking for a range of

final speed errors up to 25 RPM. Using the work presented in this thesis can lead

to new types of synchronizers, which account for the advances in control and actu-

ation present in modern AMTs. The development of a new synchronizer can lead

to a system which can shift faster and require less volume than a traditional fric-

tion synchronizer, an element found in nearly every manual and automated manual

transmission which has not changed significantly for over fifty years.

4.1 Future Work

ICE Irregularity

For the work described in Chapter 3, a constant ICE velocity during the time of a shift

event was assumed. For a car moving at a roughly constant velocity, or changing speed

at a constant acceleration, this is a valid assumption given the timescale of a shift

event. An internal combustion engine has speed irregularities which occur due to the

pulsating nature of the engine, with power and exhaust strokes. These irregularities

are damped in the drivetrain, and not present at the road. The extent to which

they are damped at a certain location in the drivetrain is unknown, and is difficult

to model without a sense of the exact architecture, inertia, torsional stiffness, and

damping of various components within the drivetrain.

If the motor is coupled close to the ICE, speed irregularity may become an issue,

as the dogteeth will move back and forth with respect to the teeth on the shift sleeve,

instead of a constant horizontal velocity of the dogteeth. There are two main methods

this irregularity could be dealt with.

1) If speed matching is successful in achieving the desired speed, the horizontal

motion difference between the teeth will manifest as a forward and back motion

of the teeth past each other. The amplitude of the motion will depend on the

amplitude of the speed irregularity, and the frequency will depend on engine

RPM (typically the frequency is the product of the number of the cylinders in
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the engine, and the engine speed in rotations per second). This motion can be

accounted for by a new shift algorithm, which will monitor the motion and shift

such that a successful engagement occurs.

2) During an engagement event, the engine could not fire for a few milliseconds,

resulting in a reduction of the irregularity. The injection of a few cylinders could

be skipped, causing the speed irregularity to dissipate. The electric motor could

engage during this time, but negligible effect on overall engine performance

would be experienced, since it may be less then a single revolution of the engine

which would occur without power delivery.

Synchronizer in Transmission

The work in Chapter 3 focuses on the removal of the friction elements from the syn-

chronizer entirely. While this is the goal, as the synchronizers can be significantly

smaller, leaving the friction elements in the synchronizer could potentially have ben-

efit. By using the motor and friction elements together, even more synchronization

torque is available, further reducing the time for synchronization. Additionally, if

small but unacceptable speed errors exist, the friction elements will ensure that the

speed error goes to zero before the teeth engage. A logical first step for vehicle devel-

opment would include developing the system described in Chapter 3, but leaving the

option to include the friction elements, and use larger shift pistons. This is a more

risk-averse approach, but is less likely to result in unexpected issues from preventing

the system's ability to shift entirely.

Integration into a Vehicle

To integrate this work into a vehicle, several steps are necessary. Better magnet rings

need to be sourced. The error from the fabricated magnet rings is too great, and pre-

vents the system from shifting properly every time. The motion of the shift actuators

needs to be characterized. As long as this motion is repeatable (and any delays before

motion), it can be accounted for, and the model can be adapted to hydraulic shift
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actuators. The motor needs to be well controllable to the proper torque and speed

quickly. The shift method depends on high reliability on the function of the electric

motor. While typical electric motors in a vehicle act as a power source, the motor de-

scribed in this work behaves similarly to a servo motor, with a higher degree of control

than a typical traction motor. Finally, moving away from the magnetic encoders will

allow for additional flexibility. The current encoders require a specific pole pair size,

dictating a magnet ring diameter. While specific gear ratios need certain diameters,

imposing a sensor ring diameter is a unnecessary constraint. Added flexibility from

different sensors will allow for better positioning within the transmission, to prevent

physical space constraints from other components. Using two Hall effect sensors, or

a custom sensor with custom Hall sensor spacing is a more flexible method.
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